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foreword...
We of Taylor University in 1955
present for you a pictorial review of
life on our campus as we shared and
lived it day by day, throughout THE
THREE-SEASONS of the school year.
The complete picture cannot be por-
trayed in photographs or words, but by
reading between the lines and looking
beyond the pictures, you will recall
many of the rich experiences that were
dedication...
Mrs. Haakonsen, we present to you our Gem.
We appreciate the service of those who labor in
hidden places and we feel you have been a "gem"
of rare quality as you have worked among us. We
feel you a credit to your profession which is one of
the highest, to our institution which is one of the
grandest, and to our God who shall reward all
faithfulness.
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"Tis Autumn, lovely Autumn !
And God seems very near
In the sweet majestic silence
That pervades the atmosphere."
-Henry B. Knox
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arriving on campus
How far away it seemed as you
starred from home that morning and be-
gan your journey to Taylor. Now in
front of the dorm it still seems unreal,
and the only one who seems aware of
reality is the young man weighted under
the load of your wardrobe. A scene of
mixed emotion engulfs yourold friends
walking toward the post office, a shy
smile from the fellow whose name you
can't quite remember, and mental rea-
lization that "there's a gal you want
to meet ."
The smell of paint and varnish
coupled with the sound of laughter and
singing makes dorm life shout the
enthusiasm which seems to predict a
year. Roommates and straightening will
come in time but for the moment-you
have arrived!
registration day....
The shortest distance between
two points may be a straight line
to the mathematicians, but the
"red-tape" of Registration Day at
Taylor stands as a living refute to
this pedogogical hypothesis. The
gray dawn begins with a line, the
evening shadows still find traces
of the lineand somewhere in be-
tween you have managed to be-
come an official student.
....line forms to the rear
In the gym the web of lines com-
pletely entangles th<* innocent ones,
- the lines to fight your way for brief
words with those who must counsel
you, the lines on blanks of the eter-
nal pink, blue, yellow, and white
cards; and finally that last official
line that not only exhausts you but
your pocketbook as well
.
The realization that you are now
a part still seems hazy, but you don't
give up yet. College isn't always
likethis-besides, the cafeteria line
is just now forming
student faculty reception...
Here you are right in the midst of your first big formal affair of the
year. In Magee the tell-tale signs are the swishing of taffeta and the click-
ing of heels; while in the more sedate halls of Wisconsin there are traces of
newly pressed suits and dinner jackets. The whispered hints of matching
probabilities which overshadowed the afternoon becomea reality as couples -
and trios - in formal eloquence mingle and merge at the appointed hour in
an atmosphere of pleasant charm. The long line of unfamiliar faces seem to
possess a quality of friendliness which speaks of pleasant relations to come.
In such an atmosphere, we wish to introduce to you all our Taylor
Family
They came by THREES. "Smith? I'll bet you're
John's sister." 10
"In behalf of the fresh-
men "
"Taylor welcomes you."
our president
"As one season follows another with its
own uniqueness and interest we are aware
of more than the passage of time. At Taylor
University our chief concern is Christian
higher education and it is a joy to see
growth in leadership and maturity in the
lives of our students as the variety of events
take place. Our sincere prayer is for
"abundant living" for every Taylorite."
President Bergwall
EVAN H. BERGWALL
Taylor University, A.B.; Yale University - The Divinity
School, B. D. ; Graduate study at Yale University, New Yotk
University, Emory University and Oxford University. He was
recently awarded an honorary Doctor of Divinity degree from
Asbury College. We are happy and proud to have him as our
leader.
11 THE BERGWALLS
administration..
MILO A. REDIGER
In spite of his numerous tasks, Dr.. Rediget takes time
to be a friend to everyone. We respect and appreciate him
and his outstanding leadership. He is our Vice-President,
Academic Dean, and Assistant Professor of Religion. He has
earned the following degrees:
Taylor University, A. B. , New York University, M. A.
,
New York University, Ph. D.
PAUL UHLINGER
Dean of Students
Assistant Professor
of Religion
A.B., B.D., Ph.D.
B.S.
BURT W. AYRES
Vice-President
Emeritus
M.A., LL.D., Ph.D.
GRACE D. OLSON
Registrar, Director of
Admissions: Assistant
Professor of History
A.B.. M.A.
PAUL D. KELLER
Business Manager
B. S. , M. Mus.
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BOARD MEMBERS 1954-55
Rev. Evan H. Bergwall
Mr. John C. Bontrager
Dr. Jesse Fox
Mr. Howard Skinner
Mr. Linton A. Wood
Mr. Clement L. Arthur
Mr. David Cox
Dr. Hugh Townley
Mr. C. H. Varns
Mr. T. W. Engstrom
Dr. Lawrence Lacour
Mr. Elmer Seagly
Dr. G. Harlowe Evans
Rev. Herbert M. Frazer
Mr. Howard Halleen
Dr. John C. Wengatz
Dr. S. H. Turbeville
board of directors
The Board of Directors serves as the
backbone of campus government . Each of
the members, leaders in their respective
fields, are elected to serve terms of three
years. Among their responsibilities are
selection of faculty members, general
charge of the campus and consultation
in financial affairs.
alumni association
A vital link between the past
and present is served by the Alumni
Association. The purpose of this
organization is to maintain an
active interest in school activities,
and keep graduates in contact with
their alma mater.
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION BOARD
1954-55
Ruth Brose Rogers
Wallace Deyo
Hugh Freese
Maurice Coburn
Merlin Grant
Milton Persons
Maurice Beery
John Nelson
Don Odle
Wallace Good
faculty...
JENNIE ANDREWS
Professor of Elementary
Education
A.B., B.S., M.A.
HAZEL E. BUTZ
Associate Professor
of English
B.S., M.A., Ph.D.
HILDRETH M. CROSS
Head of Psychology Dep't,
Director of Testing
A.B., M.A., Ph.D.
OLIVE MAY DRAPER
Professor of Mathematics
and Astromony
A.B., A.M.
MAUDE FELTER
Head of Education Dep't.
A.B., M.A.
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CAL R. FLESER
Assistant Professor of
Physical Education
B.S., M.A.
RICHARD FOSSE
Assistant Professor
of Music
A.B., M.A.
DONALD GRANITZ
Assistant Coach and Instructor
in Physical Education
A. B.
WILLIAM D. GREEN
Assistant Professor of
Religion and Sociology
A.B., Th.B., M.A.
PAUL HARPER
Assistant Professor
of Music Education
A. B. . M. Mus. , Ph.D.
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faculty...
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DR. FLORENCE HILBISH
Professor of English,
Head of Department
A.B., M.A., Ph.D.
SHILDES JOHNSON
Professor of Classical
Languages
Th.M.
ROBERTA KELLY
Head of Home Economics
Department
B.S., M.S.
DON J. ODLE
Athletic Director,
Basketball Coach
B.S., M.S.
JACK PATTON
Head of Art
Department
A.B.
faculty...
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PAUL PIXLER
Assistant Professor
of Philosophy and Greek
A.B., B.D., S.T.M.
ELIZABETH POE
Assistant Professor
of Biology
A.B., B.Rel., M.A.
LENORE RAMSEY
Instructor of English
and Speech
A.B., M.A.
MRS. LUCIA RAYLE
Assistant Professor
of French, Spanish
A.B., M.A.
JEAN SCHABINGER
Professor of Physical
Education
A.B., M.S., Ph. Ed.
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faculty...
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HOWARD SKINNER
Head of Music Department,
Director of A Cappella Choir
A.B., B.M., M.Mus.
HILDA L. STEYER
Assistant Professor
of Music
A.B., B.M., M.Mus.
RALPH W. THOMPSON
Head of Religion
Department
A.B., B.D., S.T.B.
DEAN C. TRACY
Professor of Business
and Economics
A.B., M.A., C.P.A.
faculty...
(not pictured)
ELSA OLSON BUCKNER
Head of Speech Department
A.B., M.A.
JULIUS VALBERG
Assistant Ptofessor of
Language and History
A.M., LL.D.
PATON YODER
Head of Social
Science Department
A.B., M.A., Ph.D.
PAUL HUDSON WOOD
Associate Professot
of Religion and Education
M.A., Ed.D.
VIDA G. WOOD
Assistant Professor
of Biology
B.S., M.S.
faculty...
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head residents
Through the whole school year these
positions make big demands on time and
"around the clock" effort. These peo-
ple have served us with a big heart.
BERNADINE MARKER
Head Resident
Magee - Campbell
MARY THOMAS
Housekeeper
Magee -Campbell
DORIS BURRESS
Head Resident
Swallow Robin Dorm
GWENDELLYN SPIDEL
Dietitian
LILLIAN RICHARDSON
Head Resident
Wisconsin Dorm
LILY HAAKONSEN
Registered Nurse
20
staff members
WARREN LEWIS
Public Relations Director
WALLACE GOOD
Alumni Secretary
MARY LEE TURNER
Secretary to Public
Relations Director
DAVID AND REBECCA LE SHANA WANDA LANDES
Staff Evangelists Secretary to Alumni Secretary
RUTH WOOD
Secretary to President
ANNA WILSON
Secretary to Dean
21 ALICE IIOLCOMBC
Librarian
LOIS WITH
Assistam Librarian
MRS. IDA HERBER
Telephone Operator.
staff members
MRS. EDITH MILLER
Director of Duplicating and
Mailing Service.
VIRGINIA CLINE OLIVE DECAMP BARBARA OWEN
Bookkeeper - B us iness Office. Secretary to Business Manager. Cashier.
H
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and gr°
varsity grille... campus bookstore
Whether it is for the rushed cup of
coffee between classes or the lingering
gab session of "time out," the grille gives
service with a smile that speaks of good
food, fun, and fellowship.
Our Taylor Community finds here its
own shopping center for such necessary
evils as textbooks or the little extras al-
lowed by careful planning of the last check
from home ....
llM nA Manager
KAARVLOU
BUNNALDA,
kilrliM! help
Many unseen hands must
work round-the-clock be-
hind the scenes to provide
the things that keep us well
and happy.
...alter
maintenance men
Their work is never done
!
Innumerable are the jobs that
are theirs -upkeep of
grounds, buildings, and pro-
perty, and, yes -even track-
ing down missing silverware!!
Hats off to these men
.
m the jfllf) and south her students,
WaiMr-.II there." Familiar words
a 'Irving reali^as students from twenty-
the
senior
class
Senior Class Cabinet: BACK ROW: C. Tarkington, Chaplain; S. Warden, Pro-
gram Chairman; T. Beers, Treasurer; I. Niswender, Vice-President; Dr. Yoder
Advisor; FRONT ROW: E. Good, Social Chairman; M. Luce, Secretary; K.
Soldner, Gift Chairman. (A. Kamman, President)
Our coi lege career is nearly com-
plete. Only the epilogue, the com-
mencement exercise remains. Now it
seems the time has passed so quickly.
Four short years ago the day seemed
but a nonentity, in a tangled maze of
confused dreams and plans.
As the days passed by—then the
years intervened, each of these dreams
and plans took form and were strength-
ened by the contributions which Taylor
made through her academic, spiritual and social life. We
found our place in the great Taylor family; to some it came
easily-to others it was arduous . But always the participation
in activities and responsibilities became the stabalizing
factor
.
Somehow itseems impossible the door is closed so quickly,
but yet, even now, we see new doors opening—doors of
service to a world we wish to serve.
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ROSELYN BAUGH
Evansville, Indiana
Missionary Teacher
B. S. Elementary Education
RICHARD H. ALLSPAW
Berne, Indiana
Teacher
B. S. Mathematics
SUE CHEESEMAN BLAIR
Poneto, Indiana
Teacher
B.S. Home Economics
JACK H. AUGUSTINE
East Springfield, Penna.
Missionary Evangelist
A.B. History
ALTA BLASDELL
Springville, New York
Missionary
B.S. Elementary Education
Transfer: Buffalo Bible Institute
WAYNE W. BANTZ
Marion, Indiana
Minister
A.B. Biblical Literature
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THOMAS GEORGE BEERS
Jamestown, New York
B.S. Social Science
Transfer: North Park Jr. College
JOYCE BRESSON
Rochester, Indiana
Music Evangelist
B. S. Physical Education
Transfer: Wheaton College
DUANE ROBERT BISHER
Marion, Indiana
Teacher
B.S. Physical Education
KATHRYN BROWN
Cincinnati, Ohio
Teacher
B. S. Business
GERALD W. BURKE
Carlsbad, New Mexico
Missionary
A.B. English
Transfer: McMurry College
PHYLLIS CAMBLIN
Marion, Indiana
Teacher
B. S. Elementary Education
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MARGARET M. CAMBRIDGE
Brandon, Vermont
Teacher
B. S. Elementary Education
DONALD CALLAN
Lawrenceburg, Indiana
Teacher
B.S. Physical Education
LOIS E. CORLISS
Hatt, Michigan
Teacher
B. S. Elementary Education
Transfer: Michigan State College
RICHARD CLARK
Indianapolis, Indiana
Minister
A.B. History
LORETTA DAWSON
St. Anthony, North Dakota
Social Worker
A.B. Psychology
Transfer: Seattle Pacific College
WILLIAM COBURN JR.
Latimer, Iowa
Physician
A.B. Chemistry
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LLOYD E. COCHRAN
Redding, Iowa
Missionary
B. S. English
DWIGHT E. CONRAD
Akron, Ohio
Minister
A.B. Psychology
NORMAN C. COPLEY
Cincinnati, Ohio
Missionary
A.B. Psychology
RAMONA FERGUSON
Flint, Michigan
Missionary
B. S. Elementary Education
Transfer: Flint Junior College
MARJORIE SNELL CONRAD
Hart, Michigan
Teacher
A.B. English
EILEEN FOWLER
Normal, Illinois
Christian Worker
A.B. Christian Education
3
ERNESTINE GOOD
Plains, Kansas
Teacher
B. S. Music
GERRY CRIES
Fremont, Ohio
Social Worker
A.B. Sociology
PAUL F. CROCKETT
McClute, Ohio
Navy Chaplain
A. B. History
Transfer: Fort Wayne
Bible College
LEROY J. DELONG
Auburn, Indiana
Minister - Missionary
A.B. Psychology
ROSEMARY HARPER
Cambridge, Ohio
Teacher
B. S. Home Economics
Transfer: Moody Bible Institute
N. ARTHUR EDSTROM
Jamestown, New York
B. S. Physical Education
Transfer: North Park Jr.
College
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JAMES T. GLEBE
Gaines, Michigan
Minister
A.B. Biblical Literature and
Speech
MARTHA ANN HAYDEN
Tecumseh, Michigan
Teacher
B.S. Elementary Education
Transfer; Asbury College
CHARLES W. GOOD
Montoursville, Penna.
Missionary
A. B. Social Science
DOROTHY HIATT
Yorktown, Indiana
Teacher
B.S. Elementary Education
DAVE HESS
Stamford, Connecticut
Minister
A.B. Psychology
Transfer: North Park Jr.
College
MITSUKO HIGA
Kauai, Hawaii
Teacher
B.S. Elementary Education
Transfer: Fort Wayne Bible
College
)ONNA LOUISE HUBER
ielma, Indiana
reacher
1. S. Business Education
rransfer: Ball State Teachers
College
JOHN E. HINKLE, JR.
Decker, Indiana
Missionary
A.B. Psychology
Transfer: Asbury College
Vincennes University
NANCY JACOBSON
Hastings-on-Hudson, New York
Teacher
3. S. Elementary Education
CARL E. HONAKER
Upland, Indiana
Teacher
B.S. Physical Education
30ROTHY M. KEELER
vlilwaukee, Wisconsin
vlissionary
J. S. Music Education
rransfer: Moody Bible Institute
ARNOLD R. KAMMAN
Hamburg, New York
Teacher
B.S. in Physical Education
Transfer; Cortland State
Teachers College
JOSEPH KERLIN
Marion, Indiana
Medical Missionary
A.B. Chemistry
BETTY JO LAN NERD
New Castle, Indiana
Teacher
B. S. Elementary Education
HOWARD W. KILBREATH
Imlay City, Michigan
Minister
A.B. Sociology
JOYCE PAULINE LISTER
Marion, Ohio
Teacher
B. S. Education
RODERICK LIECHTY
Berne, Indiana
Teacher
B. S. Social Studies
MARILYN JEAN LUCE
Napoleon, Michigan
Missionary Teacher
B.S. History
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MARY SHIZUKO MIYAZAKI
Zushi, Japan
Teacher
A.B. History
Transfer: Kletzing College
ROBERT MORGAN
Brentwood, Maryland
Missionary Teacher
B. S. Education and Social
Studies
VIRGINIA MOTIU
Dearborn, Michigan
Teacher
B. S. Elementary Education
Transfer: Dearborn Jr. College
RICHARD D. MOURLAM
Clarion, Iowa
Minister
A.B. Psychology
ELOISE OLCOTT
Mishawaka, Indiana
Teacher
B. S. Elementary Education
Transfer: Bryan University
J. CARLTON MURPHY
Brentwood, Maryland
Missionary
A.B. Sociology
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IVAN NISWENDER
Erie, Michigan
Minister
A.B. Sociology
EDITH PETERS
Gary, Indiana
Missionary Teacher
B. S. Elementary Education
Transfer: Central Bible
Institute
DARWIN HOWARD NUTT
Upland, Indiana
Christian Worker
A.B. Sociology
Transfer: University of
Michigan
IRIS D. REICHELT
Union, New Jersey
Missionary Teacher
B. S. in Physical Education
EARL W. PEARSON
Kennedy, Minnesota
Christian Worker
A.B. English
Transfer: Moody Bible
Institute
JOHN PETROFF
Gary, Indiana
Missionary
A.B. English
Transfer: Jordan Conserva-
tory of Music
36
CONNIE REED
Alexandria, Indiana
Teacher
B. S. Education
Transfer: Asbury College
STANLEY M. REED
Alexandria, Indiana
Minister
A.B. Sociology
Transfer: Milwaukee Bible
Institute
JEWELL REINHART
Peninsula, Ohio
Teacher
A.B. English
Transfer: Denison University
Bob Jones University
RALPH W. RICKNER
Bryan, Ohio
Minister
A.B. History
Transfer; Moody Bible
Institute
Rockmont Collee
FRED PRINZING
Elrahurst, Illinois
Minister
A.B. Sociology
Transfer: Wheaton College
ROBERT J. STOKER
East Springfield. Penna.
Teacher
B. S. Physical Education
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C. P. TARKINGTON
Windsor, North Carolina
Missionary
B.S. in Physical Education
Transfer: East Carolina
College
LAURA SIKES
Arcade, New York
Teacher
B. S. in Home Economics
JESSE THOMAS
Hartford City, Ind.
Minister
A. B. Psycholody
Transfer: Purdue University
KATHRYN SOLDNER
Berne, Indiana
Teacher
B. S. Elementary Education
RICHARD TURNER
Upland, Indiana
Minister
A.B. Psychology
WALTER LAWRENCE WANVIG
New City, New York
Teacher
B. S. Physical Education
MARGARET WICKETT
Chicago, Illinois
A.B. Psychology
Transfer: North Park Jr.
College
NORMAN G. WHEELER
Warsaw, New York
Missionary Teacher
B. S. Biological Sciences
Transfer: Geneseo State
Teachers College
DONNA WRIGHT
Fountain City, Indiana
Missionary
A.B. Music
JAMES B. WILLYARD
Millgrove, Indiana
Minister
A.B. Sociology
Transfer: Cleveland Bible
College
STEPHEN DANIEL WARDEN
Oak Park, Illinois
Teacher
B. S. Social Studies
BILL YODER
Wooster, Ohio
Missionary
A.B. Religion
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All that remains is one short year.
This last year merges into part of the still
incomplete whole which is called campus
life.
We've had our fun—as business men
of the "athletic row." We've had our
fel lowship whether at breakfast or banquet.
We've had our trouble with an abundance
of academic term papers . But most of all,
we've had our spirit—that intangible
something which made "Let your light so
shine" effective, whether on or off
campus. Ours is the key and all year the
new doors have challenged us . Some chal-
lenges we've met well: others we could
have done much better. Soon we will fall
heir to the canes. Somehowwe can't help
thinking—this has been good preparation
for such a task.
Junior Class Cabinet: W. Chernenko, Vice-President; C. Bailey,
Ptogram Chairman; R. Moser, Sectetary; J.G. Terrell, President,
C. Smith, Class Representative; Dr. Wood, Advisor; D. Motter,
Chaplain; N. Price, Progtam Chairman, E. Shelley, Treasurer; D.
Porter, Banquet Chairman. (B. Hankins, Chaplain)
the
junior
class
FIRST ROW SECOND ROW
JO ANN ALBRECHT
MILDRED ANDREWS
CAROLYN BAILEY
GORDON BARROWS
MARGARET BASH
Plymouth, Indiana
Wayne, Michigan
Marshall, Michigan
Upland, Indiana
Forest, Ohio
KAY BRENNEMAN
JOYCE BURRESS
RILEY CASE
JACQUELINE CHASTAIN
ROSALYN COBURN
Ponersville, Penna,
Loogootee, Indiana
LaGrange, Indiana
Emmett, Michigan
Latimer, Iowa
the class of '56
GLEN CRABB
ELSIE DAHL
DEMONA DETAMORE
MAPY DREIHAUP
Argres, Indiana
Shrub Oak, New York
Upland, Indiana
Gifford, Pennsylvania
41
juniors
BRADLEY DUCKWORTH
ROBERT DUFFY
KATHRYN EPP
BOBBIE EUERLE
Charlotte, Michigan
Chillicothe, Ohio
Mt. Lake, Minnesota
Oradell, New Jersev
First Row Second Row
LILLIAN FARRELL
EVELYN FISHER
PATSY FLETCHER
ELEANOR FORDYCE
JUNE FRAUTSCHY
Providence, Rhode Island
West Unity, Ohio
Upland, Indiana
Farwell, Michigan
Dover, Ohio
KENNETH GANGEL
DOROTHY GARNETT
ARLENE GERIG
MARK GRAHAM
ART HABEGGER
Winnetka, Illinois
Grand Rapids, Michigan
Grabill, Indiana
Converse, Indiana
Berne, Indiana
First Row Second Row
ROBERT HANKINS
AUSTIN HAVENS
LOUIE HINDS
JERRY HIPPENSTEEL
ROGER HIRSCHY
Delphi, Indiana
Henderson, Nebraska
Oxford, Ohio
Wabash, Indiana
Berne, Indiana
MARVIN HOBBS
RHODES HUNDLEY
BARBARA JACOBSEN
FLORENCE JOHNSON
MARGARET JONES
Chicago, Illinois
Detroit, Michigan
Brooklyn, New York
West Chicago, Illinois
Lynn, Indiana
the class of '56
BOJOOK JUN Kwangju, Chulla Namdo, Korea
JOE KIPFER Grabill, Indiana
PHYLLIS LANTZ Grabill, Indiana
PHYLLIS LATHAM Cory, Indiana
43
juniors
LOREN LINDHOLM On jnville, Minnesota
RAMONA LUCHT Osseo, Minnesota
MARJORIE McCALLAM Jeddo, Michigan
JOYCE MALSON Marion, Indiana
First Row Second Row
FREDERICK MILLER
JACK MORSE
RUBY MOSER
DEMERIL MOTTER
LORENA MURPHY
Marion, Indiana
Clawson, Michigan
Berne, Indiana
LaFayette, Ohio
Danville, Indiana
JO NEMETH
KAN ORI
PHYLLIS OSBORN
WILLIAM PLUMB
WILLIAM PFEIFFER
Mentor, Ohio
Osaka, Japan
Grand Ledge, Michigan
Buffalo, New York
Barnngton, New Jersey
First Row Second Row
DOROTHY PORTER
NATHAN PRICE
NELSON PRICE
JACK RIGGS
JAMES ROBERTSON
Dayton, Ohio
Mansfield, Ohio
Mansfield, Ohio
Huntington, West Va.
Fremont, Michigan
JEANNE SAIKI
JEAN SCHINDLER
DALE SCHMIDT
DOROTHY SHEETZ
ELEANOR SHELLEY
Honolulu, T. H.
Marshall, Michigan
Marion, Indiana
Westmont, New Jersey
Euclid, Ohio
the class of '56-
MELVIN SHY
CURTIS SMITH
ROBERT STEELE
JARVIS STEINER
Grand Rapids, Michigan
Lagro, Indiana
Springfield, Penna.
Geneva, Indiana
45
juniors
VIRGINIA STICKLEN
LOIS STOCKMAN
Drexel Hill, Penna.
Zanesville, Ohio
First Row Second Row
JOHN TERRELL
EVANGELINE THOMAS
FRANK TRESSLER
WENDELL TRUE
MARGARET WEEDON
New Lebanon, Ohio
Marion, Indiana
Middlebury, Indiana
Cincinnati, Ohio
Jamesbutg, New Jersey
DAVID WELLS
CHARLES WHITELEY
JOY WILLIAMSON
RONALD WOODWARD
ARLENE WRIGHT
Wilmington, North Carolina
Lebanon, Indiana
Braddyville, Iowa
Long Beach, California
Franklin, Vermont
the
sophomore
class
Sophomore Class Cabinet: FRONT ROW: B. Moore, Social Chairman; M. Bailey,
Social Chairman; L. McGarvin, President; R. Gerhardt, Secretary; A. Kelly,
Treasurer; BACK ROW: D. Royer, Chaplain; B. Gilkinson, Vice-President.
(John Key, Co-Chaplain; Mr. Odle, Advisor)
This year we have risen to the half-
way mark in our college experience. The
greenness isn't quite so evident, there
seems to be more poise and best of all we
feel that we belong to that great Taylor
family.
These have been good years . We were
made aware of its goodness as we received
our sweaters and realized the potential of
"Conquer With Christ" in our own lives
and the lives of others. We have felt the
goodness as we have learned to live and
share as a team. We've known the good-
ness as Christ has become more of a real-
ity to individual lives within our group.
Perhaps the signs of progress are
visable only to those who know us well;
but they are nevertheless, there. Now
at the half way mark we may either move
forward or slip back. We "press forward"
confident that it shall be good.
47
the class of fifty-seven
5<D
as
First Row
BQ
JOYLE ALLEN
BEN ALLISON
BARBARA ANDERS
ROSEMARY BACON
MARTHA BAILEY
SUSAN BAKER
Huntington, Indiana
Elmhurst, Illinois
Marion, Indiana
Lake City, Michigan
Charleston, West Va.
Shipshewana, Indiana
*VM **m
Second Row Third Row
VERLE BARKETT
ROWENA BAUGH
BARBARA BENJAMIN
JANET BENNING
JOYCE BOWEN
SANDRA BRANNON
Dayton, Pennsylvania
Evansville, Indiana
Montpelier, Ohio
Arkport, New York
Kokomo, Indiana
Anderson, Indiana
VIVIAN BUEGE
BLANCHE BURWELL
DOROTHY CARNAGEY
JOHN CHAPIN
WILLIAM CHAPMAN
NANCY CIMBALO
Dorr, Michigan
Sunbury, Ohio
Gary, Indiana
DeFord, Michigan
Anderson, Indiana
Palatese, Illinois
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First Row Second Row
CAROLYN CLOUGH
MIRIAM CULP
RONALD CUNNINGHAM
JAMES DAHL
MARY ELLEN DAVIES
RICHARD DAY
Belding, Michigan
Brentwood, Maryland
Gary, Indiana
Union Grove, Wisconsin
Arcade, New York
Marion, Indiana
NANCY DELAY
CAROL SUE DEMPSTER
JOLA DENSLOW
EDWARD DODGE
MARY DRAKE
BARBARA DUCKWORTH
St. Petersburg, Fla.
Drexel Hill. Penna.
Remus, Michigan
Ridgewood, New Jersey
Michigan City, Indiana
Carlotte, Michigan
Third Row
WILLIAM DVORAK
GLORIA EARNEST
JOY EDWARDS
DAVID FARIS
PAUL FENDT
RUTH FITCH
Berwyn, Illinois
Fairmount, Indiana
Mt. Morris, Illinois
South Bound Brook, N. J.
Callicoon, New York
Ludington, Michigan
oe
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....the class of fifty-seven
the class of fifty-seven....
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First Row
WQ
ANITA FORD
JANE GABERDIEL
RITA GERHARDT
FLOYD GREINER
SARAH GREINER
ELIZABETH GALLOWAY
Hammond, Indiana
Miami, Florida
Ortonville, Minn.
Morton, Illinois
Dayton, Ohio
Redding, Iowa
Second Row
JOAN GREEN
VIRGINIA HAMILTON
CAROL IIARNER
DONALD HEDRICK
SYLVIA HINES
CARL HOFINGA
Kingston, Michigan
Eaton, Indiana
Somerville, Ohio
Warren, Indiana
Morton, Illinois
Caldwell, New Jersey
JOYCE HOUTZ
DANIEL HOWELL
SUMIKA IHA
RAYMOND ISELY
PAT JOHNSON
CHARLOTTE JUSTICE
Third Row
Warren, Indiana
Grand Rapids, Michigan
Loloa, Kauai, T. H.
Minneapolis, Minnesota
Williamstown, New Jersey
Upland, Indiana
SO
First Row Second Row
JOYCE KAUFMAN Orrville, Ohio HOWARD LANDES Upland, Indiana
ARLEON KELLEY Cass City, Michigan MARGOT LEPERE Indianapolis, Indiana
JOHN KEY Ardmore, Oklahoma JOAN LLOYD East Aurora, New York
DAWN KINZER Upland, Indiana WILLIAM LOEWEN Upland, Indiana
PAT KIRKENDALL Kokomo, Indiana ARTHXTR LOMAX Mansfield, Ohio
JOSEPH KULAGA Maple Heights, Ohio LARRY McGARVIN Worland, Wyoming
\
i
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Third Row
MILDRED McMURTRY Bainbridge, Indiana
VERNETA McNEIL Bad Axe, Michigan
DONALD MARTIN Vinton, Iowa
MARY RUTH MASSAR Circle, Montana
RICHARD MESKE Port Hope, Michigan
DONALD MOLINE Dearborn, Michigan
a*
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....the class of fifty-seven
the class of fifty-seven....
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BRAD MOORE
SUE MOSS
VIRGIL MYERS
ARLENE NELSON
RONALD NUTT
PATRICIA OTTINGER
First Row
Rapid City, South Dakota
Huntington, New York
Sharpsville, Pennsylvania
W. Franklin, New Hampshire
Upland, Indiana
Upland, Indiana
Second Row
RICHARD PIFER
SHIRLEY PLETCHER
IRVIN POLK
ELEANOR RADTKE
VIRGINIA RAGER
MARLENE ROUTZONG
Lancaster, Ohio
Columbia City, Indiana
Fairmount, Indiana
Chicago, Illinois
Washington, Illinois
Arcanum, Ohio
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First Row Second Row
DANIEL ROYER
ELAINE SCHRADER
DELMAR SCHWANKE
DAVID SCHWARTZ
LOIS SEIBEL
JOAN SELLECK
Louisville, Ohio
Mission, Kansas
Painesville, Ohio
Berne, Indiana
Lewisburg, Ohio
Lansing, Michigan
ELAINE SHAFFER
RONALD SHAW
TED SHISLER
MIDGE SICKMEIER
ISABELL STASSEN
FRANK STEPHENS
Villa Park, Illinois
Grabill, Indiana
Albion, Indiana
Freelandville, Indiana
LaPorte, Indiana
Muncie, Indiana
Third Row
DeLOIS STOESZ
JOHN STROMAN
PAUL STUBBS
ONALE STUCKY
GEORGIA TAYLOR
SHIRLEY TEMPLE
Mt. Lake. Minnesota
Pitman, New Jersey
Harrod, Ohio
Berne, Indiana
Millgrove, Indiana
Vassar, Michigan CD5*
the class of fifty-seven
sophomores
First Row Second Row
BARBARA THURMAN
BOB TILLING HAST
STANLEY TOBIAS
KENNETH TOUSLEY
AUDRA TROUT
LULU TURBIN
Marion, Indiana
Eastpon, New York
Yoder, Indiana
Kingston, Michigan
Van Buren, Indiana
Merrill, Michigan
RUTH UN'KENHOLZ
LARRY WARNER
JACK WATSON
LOIS WEED
DONA WESTING
PAUL WILLIAMS
Mandan, North Dakota
Carson City, Michigan
Andover, Massachusetts
Erie, Pennsylvania
Grand Rapids, Michigan
Cando, North Dakota
....the class of fifty-seven
True to the age-old repetition of col-
lege tradition, this year's "green caps"
arrived on campus. Now after one year
of matriculation we feel that our first
milestone has been achieved.
The days of jokes and clean-up have
passed swiftly. Days to come seem to
promise such permanent traditions as-
sweaters and "comps." But to this year
we owe much. For the first time we've
worked as a class and not individually;
we've learned what is implied by academic
requirements, and we have lived success-
fully with others of different backgrounds.
Important as these gains may seem, more
important are the spiritual values which
we have come to recognize as a feeling
of humble gratitude to a year of growth
—
growth into a college family
—
growth
into a life of service.
Freshman Class Cabinet: BACK ROW: Mr. Fleser, Advisor; M. Hess, President;
T. Lockwood, Treasurer; FRONT ROW: J. Reimer, Vice-President; C. Norman,
Secretary; D. Houser, Social Chairman; A. Holcomb, Chaplain; R. Hamilton,
Chaplain. (J. Rabine, Social Chairman)
the
freshman
class
iT**
freshmen....
JERRY ALLRED Markle, Indiana
VAUGHN ANDERSON Chicago, Illinois
BONNIE ARNOLD Plainwell, Michigan
GRAYSON ATHA West Liberty, Ohio
'^
CLIFFORD BEESLEY Thorntown, Indiana
ROLAND BERTKA Mansfield, Ohio
MELVIN BIRKEY DeLavan, Illinois
BETTY BLACKBURN
JOE BODENMILLER
NANCY BOGE
Clayton, Ohio
Ttoy, Ohio
St. Louis, Missouri
JERRY BOLLMAN Amboy, Illinois
BEVERLY BORG Holdrege, Nebraska
JEANNE BOYD Buffalo, New York
BEVERLY BROWN New Paris, Indiana
ANITA CALLAWAY Evansville, Indiana
HARRY CANNING Trenton, New Jersey
DONALD CUSTANCE Buffalo, New York
JOHN CUSTER Hamilton, Pennsylvania
DUANE CUTHBERTSON Lincoln Park, Mich.
VICTOR DANTICO Findlay, Ohio
GWEN DAVIES Noiwalk, California
DAVID DAVIS Ft. Wayne, Indiana
NANCY DEAN Cedarville, Ohio
XELDA DELONG Auburn, Indiana
VICTOR DENTON Marion, Indiana
EVELYN DEYO Wabash, Indiana
KATHLEEN DILLEY Ashley,. Indiana
DOROTHY DZAO Djakanata, Indonesia
MARY EBERLY Wauseon, Ohio
RUTH EDMUNDS Grand Rapids, Mich.
RUTH ELLIS Alexandria, Indiana
BONNIE JO FREESE Upland, Indiana
ARLENE FREHSE Norway, Michigan
JOANNA GAUGH Nashville, Tennessee
....class of fifty-eight
ROGER GERIG Gridley, Illinois
RUBEN GERZENY Cleveland, Ohio
i
ROBERT GILKISON
GEORGE GLASS
Ozone Park, New York
Alexandria, Indiana
freshmen....
BETTY GODSEY Norwood, Ohio
KEDWIN GRABER Berne, Indiana
SHIRLEY GRAVES Gas City, Indiana
BEVERLY GUSTAFSON Chicago, 111.
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RALPH GYDE Oak Harbor, Ohio
ELLEN HAAKONSEN Upland, Indiana
MARILYN HABEGGER Berne, Indiana
THOMAS HAILEY S. Charleston, W. Va.
JOY HAINLINE West Milton, Ohio
SHARON HALLER Columbus, Ohio
JOHN HAMILTON Rochester, New Hampshire
RUSSELL HAMILTON Cincinnati, Ohio
HUBERT HANSEL Mendon, Ohio
ARTHUR HANSEN Bloomfield, New Jersey
LARRY HARPER Greentown, Indiana
MARTHA HARTMAN Redkey, Indiana
ROSEMARY HAYES Marion, Indiana
MARTIN HESS Gordon, Nebraska
JOHN HIPSHER Kokomo, Indiana
ANITA HOLCOMB Kimbentz, Idaho
MARILYN HOLLOWAY Marion, Indiana
JACK HOSMAN Indianapolis, Ind.
RHINEHART HOUSEMAN Lincoln Pk. , Mich.
DOROTHY HOUSER Waterloo, Indiana
RICHARD HOVDA Bronson, Michigan
CHARLES HOWLAND Brooklyn. Michigan
JOHN DAN HUBBELL Angola, Indiana
SHIRLEY HUFNAGEL Indianapolis. Ind.
BRADLEY HUGHES Upland, Indiana
ANNE INESON Indianapolis, Indiana
GLADYS JIBBEN Pekin, Illinois
DALE JOHNSON Greenville, Ohio
RUBY JOHNSTON Lynn, Indiana
ROBERT JORDAN Forest Junction, Wise.
....class of fifty-eight
RONALD KAMMAN Hamburg, New York
JAMES KAUFFMAN West Liberty, Ohio
KAREN KELLY Upland, Indiana
DONALD KENNEDY Muncie. Indiana
freshmen....
S9 "* <>
BARBARA L. KERSHNER Upland, Indiana
BENJAMIN KING Gas City, Indiana
JUDY LANGE Quincy, Illinois
ELEANOR LAUGHUN Pataskala, Ohio
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BONNIE LOU LEFFLER Canton, Ohio
JANE ANN LEGG Ponuac, Michigan
JEAN LEGG Pontiac. Michigan
JEAN LEHMAN Geneva, Indiana
ORLAN LEHMAN Dalton, Ohio
CALISTA LINN Dunkirk, Indiana
MARY LOU LIVINGSTON Shelby, Ohio
THOMAS E. LOCKWOOD Springfield, Ohio
MARY LOU LOOMIS Grand Rapids, Mich.
JOHN LOUTHAIN Kokomo, Indiana
NORMAN R. LLIDWIG Parma, Ohio
ARLENE J. LUNDQUIST Chicago, Illinois
DORIS E. McBRIDE Flint, Michigan
WILLIAM McDANIEL Wabash. Indiana
KENNETH McGARVEY Dearborn, Mich.
NAOMI McPHERSON Hammond, Indiana
GAIL MALMSBERRY Sebring, Ohio
RUTH MALSON Marion, Indiana
MARIAN MARR Hazel Park, Michigan
JERRY MARSAC Coopersville, Michigan
PATRICIA MARTIN Vinton, Iowa
MIRIAM MARTIN Holdrege, Nebraska
JINCHI MATSUDO Maui, T. H.
DWIGHT MEIER Kingman, Arizona
BARBARA MEYER Maywood, Illinois
JACK MILES Hart, Michigan
CAROL MILLER Marion, Indiana
DONALD MILLER Muncie, Indiana
PAUL MILLIKAN Lincoln Park, Michigan
JOAN MITCHELL St. Clair Shores, Mich.
....class of fifty-eight
SHIRLEY MOORE Elkart, Indiana
BARBARA MOREY Grenne, Iowa
DORIS NABER Waco, Nebraska
VIRGINIA NELSON W. Franklin, New Hampshire
freshmen....
ANNA MAE NEWHARD
CAROLYN NORMAN
Uniondale, Indiana
Indianapolis, Ind.
JOSEPH R. O'HAIL Mansfield, Ohio
VIRGINIA ONSTOTT Hicksville, Ohio
GEORGE A. ORLAND Aurora, Illinois
EUNICE OTTINGER Upland, Indiana
MIRIAM PARKS Delphi, Indiana
LARRY PAXSON Bryant, Illinois
ROBERT PETERSON Milton, Massachusetts
HELEN PHELPS Savage, Maryland
CORINE PURDY Syracuse, Indiana
JACK RABINE Berne, Indiana
H1LDEGARD ANN RADTKE Chicago, 111
ROBERT PAPSON Bad Axe, Michigan
WILLIAM REASNER Collingswood, New Jersey
HARVEY RECHSTEINER Lombard, Illinois
NORMA RICHARDS Collingswood, New Jersey
DAVID W. RICHARDS Pontiac, Michigan
LENORE RINGENBERG Butler, Indiana
DOROTHY ROBERTSON Livonia, Michigan
SUE ROCKHILL Winchester, Indiana
SHARON ROSLUND Jackson, Michigan
GENE RUPP Archbold, Ohio
JOANNE SCALISE Elmwood Park, Illinois
DONALD SCHNECK Pandora, Ohio
PHYLLIS SCHNEIDER Mendon, Michigan
JUDITH SHAFER Muncie, Indiana
NANCY SHAMBLEN Louisville, Ohio
JOHN SHAY Grand Rapids, Michigan
HERTHOL SHEETS Lansing, Michigan
LARRY SHEETS Louisville, Ohio
JOYCE SHICK Ashtabula, Ohio
CAROLE SHOUP Riverside, Illinois
JOAN SLOANE Louisville, Kentucky
....class of fifty-eight
RICHARD SNOGREN Bay City, Michigan
RUTH SPARKS Garrett, Indiana
JOSEPH STANLEY Huntington, Indiana
MABEL STANLEY Carlos, Indiana
freshmen.,..
? 1
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DOROTHY STEVENSON
BARBARA SUMWALT
Wheaton, Illinois
Hartford City, Ind.
WILLIAM THOMPSON
NILS TONNESSEN
Flint, Michigan
Clark, New Jersey
tf£ 1 ll
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DAVID TOWNSEND
RONALD TRAPP
CAROL TYTE
Upland, Indiana
Aurora, Illinois
Riverhead, New York
JANET ULCH Detroit, Michigan
ELOISE VanNATTA South Bend, Indiana
MYRA VANZANT Cleves, Ohio
JANICE VERNON Greenville, Ohio
JEAN WATSON Haddon Heights, New Jersey
GLEN WEILAND Rock Springs, Wisconsin
PAUL WESTERBERG Yonkers, New York
ROBERT WOLFE Markle, Indiana
BASIL WOODMANSEE Swayzee, Indiana
JOYCE ANGELYN WOOTERS Anderson, Indiana
JOANNE YODER Elk, Indiana
HARRY YOUNG Oak Harbor, Ohio
second semester students
MARILYN BRADSHAW Mt. Morris, Michigan
MARILYN CLATON Pekin, Illinois
MIRIAM CLOSE Chicago. Illinois
ROBERT COTNER Kendallville, Indiana
RONALD FASSETT Pierson, Michigan
KENNETH HOFFNER Marion. Indiana
HOWARD HOLMES Plains. Kansas
NORMA HOLMGREN Oceanside, New York
WALTER HUITEMA Mason City. Illinois
STEPHEN HUNT Carthage, Indiana
PAUL KADOWAKI Yokohama, Japan
KAY OGLESBY Morehead City, N. Carolina
MIRIAM PHILLIPS Menominee, Michigan
RUTH RALSTON Clinton, Indiana
WAYNE ROWELL Pekin, Illinois
IRVIN THOMPSON East Springfield, Penna.
THEODORE YEWEY Celina, Ohio
KENNETH ZIGMOND Highland Park, Mich.
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special students
DOROTHY ARTHUR Alexandria, Indiana
GORDON BROWN Upland, Indiana
CAROL BURROUGHS Upland, Indiana
GERTRUDE DAHL Montague, Michigan
BARBARA GOODWIN Charleston, West Virginia
DOROTHY HAUN West AUis, Wisconsin
MARY HINKLE
GEORGE IRWIN
ALDEN KLIPFEL
Decker, Indiana
Matthews, Indiana
Cando, North Dakota
DONALD LOVE Farmland, Indiana
NELLIE TEKAMPE Milwaukee, Wisconsin
FLORENCE WATKINS Upland, Indiana
MARIE WRIGHT Upland, Indiana
/- >
memories of bygone literary societies
This year's annual rush week activities limited themselves to one
day, and it was the Thalos who were the first ones to brighten the
campus with their flaming red banner, and introduction of this year's
theme - "Southern Charm."
The day's activities took us once again to bygone years in the
South with "darkie" waiters, southern belles, and Stephen Foster
melodies. "Plantation Moods" provided entertainment for the even-
ing, as a mammy recollects the South in days of easy living and quaint
charm. The colorful and entertaining evening was an excellent begin-
ning to the rush weeks to follow.
Illilllllllilll
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know thyself"
TIIALO OFFICERS
SEATED: J. Benning, Treasurer; S. Moss. Publicity Chairman; Miss Andrews, Advisor;
M. Bailey, Program Chairman; STANDING: S. Tobias, Chaplain; E. Fowler, Secretary;
J. Burress, Program Chairman; J. Glebe, President, (N. Price, Vice-President; D. Mc-
Cluskey, Sergeant-at-arms; R. Lucht, Program Chairman)
Chi Kappas' rush week showed signs of-
the times. All week long the yellow and
green flat hung over the dorm showing us
"Faith the Golden Key." Eachday the stu-
dents were led to take a new step of faith
through fellowship, abundance, inspira-
tion, truth, and happiness.
The week's activities concluded as the
informal banquet officially unlocked any
feeling of unfamiliarity that might still
exist between students . The play pre-
sented later in the evening supplied a full
awareness of the "Abundance Through
Faith" which could be ours.
pi beta chi kappa... "faith the golden key"
rH THE GDLDEN KEY
VL.UY
PI ETA CH KAPPA
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pliilalethan
lovers of truth'
PHILO OFFICERS
SEATED: I. Reichelt, Program Chairman; V. McNeil, Publicity Chairman; G. Gries,
Rush Week Chairman; M. Sickmeier, Secretary; D. Hiatt, Program Chairman;
STANDING: D. Schwartz, President; S. Warden, Treasurer; J. Augustine, Rush Week
Chairman. (Miss Wood, Advisor; A. Lomax, Vice-President; D. Nutt, Chaplain.)
The blue and white flag hung boldly
proclaiming "Lovers of Truth" during the
Philos' rush week. Whispered rumors flew
as to just what the day in "Paris" would
bring .
Those who frequented the campus grille
early received the full benefitof the five-
cent coffee s pe c i a I . At last came the
"Evening in Paris," with French painters
complete with pallet and beret gracing
the tables of the formal banquet, against
the background of the Eiffel Tower. Such
was the atmosphere of "gay Paree." The
evening's entertainment concluded with a
style show in best Paris tradition.
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JOYCE LISTER
Senior - Marion, Ohio
her attend ants
RAMONA FERGUSON
Senior - Flint, Michigan
CAROLYN BAILEY
Junior -Marshall, Michigan
It came and went so quickly-the sudden burst of
festivity and then the seeming anti-climatic silence of
aweary but gratified campus. From the first early morn-
ing shouts of recognition between returning alumni to
the last soul-searching scene from the world premiere
of "Sammy Morris" you held fast every moment that it
might be relived throughout the days to come.
Luncheon meetings somehow were sandwiched between
the tour of class displays of Sammy Morris lining the
route to the post office and the Ox Roast on the re-
creation area. Game time provided a mixture of fall
fever encompassing the grandstand of riotous color, the
lively beat of band rhythm, the clear-cut echo of
quarterback calls, and a dash of autumn loveliness
mingled with the filmy formals of our queen and her
attendants
.
At the end of the day you were tired; you were
happy; but, most of all you were glad you were here.
Left -The Junior Classes'
winning display - "Because
he came, they went."
The Sophomores won
second place with " . . .and
I talked with my Father."
Queen Joyce Lister and
Captain Arnold Kamman .
Fans cheer wildlyas Key
leads Trojans on to victory
against Anderson.
"angel in ebony"
world premiere
The crowning event of this year's home-
coming activities was the showing of "Angel
in Ebony" to a capacity crowd in the gym-
nasium. The film portrays the thrilling story
of Sammy Morris, an African prince and his
influence upon Taylor's history. "Angel in
Ebony" has left its intended challenge with-
in many of the hearts of its viewers.
LEFT: President Bergwall, Dr. Wen
-
gatz, author of Samnry_ Morris, The
Spirit Filled Life, and Clifton
Macklin, star of the film.
RIGHT: The crowded
gymnasium.
fall services
with
religious emphasis
As speaker for our revival meetings, DR. DALE
OLDHAM, from Anderson College, presented us
with a series of thought-provoking messages on the
meaning of Christian living in this atomic age. The
Holy Spirit led us all to renew our consecration and
many of us to partake of God's grace for the first
time at altars of prayer throughout the campus.
monday, Wednesday, and friday at 9:38
• President Bergwal I: Always with a word
of wisdow for effective Christian living,
our president challenged us to greater
spiritual insights.
• Dick Hill 1st Just back from Formosa,
Mr. Hillis shared with us his burden for
the crisis of the hour in the Far East.
• Choir: Excellent music by the A Cap-
pel la Choir formed an important part of
chapel worship.
• Chi Alpha Omega: A timeof recogni-
tion of our senior students for their aca-
demic achievement.
in
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greatest grid season
Coach Don Granite CO -CAPTAINS: Darwin Nutt and
Arnold Kamman
The Trojan's 1954 grid campaign was the mostsuccessful of all seasons since the initiation of
football at Taylor. Under the able leadership and coachingof the football starand "Coach of the
year," Don Granitz, the Trojans fought back after a bad start to end the season with a 6-2
record.
The season's record was marred only by losses to Indiana Central and Manchester. An out-
standing event of the season featured the first inter-racial game in Tennessee's sport's history
between Fisk University and Taylor.
Taylor's fighting eleven were well represented on the all -conference team placing five men
on the squad; Nate Price, Don McClusky, C. P. Tarkington, Dick Cesler, and Don Callan. In
addition to being named on the all-conference team, Don Callan received recognition as the
state's second leading scorer with 97 points, a record which placed him third in the nation. Don
was also named the state's leading ground gainer and recognized by his teammates as "Most
Valuable Player." The "Most Valuable Lineman." award went to Dick Cesler for his outstanding
offensive and defensive play.
-
Coach and his
assistants - D. Con-
rad, C. Fleser, and
W. Wanvig.
#
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lOJANS
FIRST ROW: Price, Tarkington, McCluskey, Nutt, Kamman, Key, McGarvin, Cesler; SECOND ROW:
Fleser, Callan, Provan, Shy, Chernenko, Price, Royer, Clark, Augustine, Smith; THIRD ROW: Granitz,
Rabine, McGarvey, Sheets, Dantico, Hamilton, Lockvvood, Judd, Warner, Rapson, Wanvig; FOURTH
ROW: Jordan, Perry, Tobias, Curtis, Reimer, Bodenmiller, Hipsher, Dodge.
Two weeks before school opened the football team arrived on
campus to begin work for the coming season. There were the usual
complaints about sore muscles, aching joints, tired bodies, and those
dreadful salt tablets.
After the practice sessions much time was spent in the college
grille where the training table had been set up. Here the fellows
talked over the prospects for the coming season. As the season drew
near each fellow was glad he had taken this timeout from his summer's
activities to prepare both individually and as a team for the coming
season
.
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Hunt Can H
TAYLOR
ATHLETIC
FIELD
UPLAND
INDIANA
FOOTBALL
SCHEDULE
INDIANA CENTRAL
7
ROSL POLY
o
Here
There
O
Sept. IS 2:00 p.
Sept. 25
On. 2 2:00p.m. ANDERSON (Homecoming) Here
l i. 9 MANCHESTER There3i 6
On. 16 2:00 p.m. FRANKLIN Here
On. 23 EAKLHAM There
3«i O
On. 30 FISK (Tenn.) There
\m. 6 1:15 p.m. HANOVER Here
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Darwin Nutt
Fullback
Co-captain
C. P. Tarkington
Quarterback
All-conference
Dan Royer
Tackle
Larry McGarvin
Halfback
©
Arnie Kamman
Tackle
Co-captain
A I Provan
Halfback
Don Cal Ian
Halfback
Most valuable
player
All-conference
Joe Bodenmiller
End
Walt Chernenko
Halfback
*
Jack Rabine
Back
Bill Perry
Fullback
Don McCluskey
Guard
Al l-Conference
John Key
End
Larry Sheetz
Tackle
Nathan Price
End
All-Conference
Ted Curtis
End
Nelson Price
Guard Bob Jordan
Tackle
Jack Augustine
Back Bob Rapson
Guard
» «
* y
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In the notable Fisk University inter-racial Homecoming game, Darwin Nutt, Taylor's fine full-back,
takes a hand-off from C. p. Tarkington and pluges into enemy territory.
our team in action
With the able management of Art
Habegger, and the support of a strong
bench, and cheering fans, the team
was able to come out with a winning
season .
'*;
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Bill Perry, Freshman full-back, ably side-steps hard-charging foe while Nate Price, Joe
Bodenmiller and a host of Taylor's players make ready for down-field blocks.
I
With a burst of speed, Taylor's hard-running half-back Walt Chernenko,
takes the hand-off from C. P. Tarkington and breaks through Franklin's
line. Walt is ably assisted by our good blocking line, which is the secret
of Taylor's success.
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Along with five seniors, Coach Don
Granite is entering the dressing room for
the last time . He left Taylor after football
season and plans to leave for missionary
work in the Orient soon .
While in college at Taylor, Granitz
led Taylor in all four major sports and was
the first in Taylor's history to win a letter
in each sport. His spiritual life and influ-
ence will never be forgotten by those who
were privileged to play for him .
tf
FRONT: H. Kilbreath, V. Barrett, D. Bishir, O. Lehmann. BACK:
K. Stark, Coach T. Wright.
Co-captains, Duane Bishir and Howard
Kilbreath talk over next year's prospects
with sophomore star, Ken Stark.
cross country team
The cross-country team, with the return of veterans -
Ken Stark, Duane Bishir, and Howard Kilbreath, did
very well in dual meets but floundered in the con-
ference meet finishing in last place. Ken Stark did
an outstanding job in the Hoosier meets. Verle Barrett
and Orlan Lehmann made up the remainder of this
year's squad. Prospects for next year look good with
the return of Lehmann, Barrett and Stark.
tennis team
This year's netmen placed fifth in
Hoosier Conference, winning two
matches and dropping four. The net-
men were led by seniors - FredPrinz-
ing and John Petroff. Fred was
coach as well as captain andean be
justly proud of a job well done.
John led the team in victories. We
are anticipating a good season next
yearwith lettermen True, Millikan,
Hundley and Stark returning.
»i ^
FRONT: D. Cuthbertson, J. Petroff, J. Marsac, C. Hofinga. BACK: R. Hundley, F.
Prinzing, W. True, K. Stark, P. Millikan.
ambassadors for christ
Ambassadors for Christ has well ful-
filled Taylor's century old emphasis on
missions. Each week they have presented
for us inspiring programs of guest mission-
aries, films and the most significant factor-
prayer chains. Vision and interest in the
program of world-wide Christian missions
give Ambassadors a purpose worthy of
those who desire fulfillment of God's plan
in their lives .
STANDING: M. Murphy, Chorister; L. Stockman, Pianist; A. Blas-
dell, Secretary; B. Moore, Treasurer; SEATED: N. Copley, President
Prof. Thompson, Sponsor. (Lloyd Cockran)
sponsor annual missionary conference
From the opening strains of "Look On The Fields, " to the closing challenge of Dr.
Stockwell, Missionary Conference became a pivot point for a world vision. This vision
shall linger through the days of preparatory prayer until we, too, shall find our place
in "His Harvest Field."
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"The flashing of the sunlight,
On the art of Winter's hand,
Had changed familiar scenery
To a dazzling fairyland."
-Pauline Gregory
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who's who among
students in animism
universities and colleges
The Taylor University faculty named
these seven seniorstudents to "Who's Who"
for 1954-55. Selection for this honor is
based on scholarship, leadership, char-
acter, and promise for future usefulness.
ROSELYN BAUGH is preparing to teach as a mis-
sionary. She has served as State Secretary for F.
T. A. , Chairman of the Junior-Senior Banquet,
and Co-chairman of the 1 955 Youth Conference.
She was awarded the Alumni Scholarship and the
All- School Scholarship.
ERNESTINE GOOD is a music major preparing to
teach public school music. She was a member of
the ACappella Choir and the student-faculty com-
mittee of Fine Arts. She also served as President
of Magee-Campbell Dormitory.
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RAMONA FERGUSON is preparing for service as a
missionary. She was a member of the A Cappella
Choir, F.T.A., and Ambassadors for Christ. She
has served as a member of the Student Personnel
Services Committee.
BILL COBURN is majoring in chemistry preparing
for a career in medicine. He was editor of The
Echo . He was awarded the Shilling Science Award.
BILL YODER is a missionary candidate, majoring
in Biblical Literature, He traveled in Europe for
two summers as a member of a male quartet. He
was Co-chairman of the 1 955 Youth Conference.
JOE KERLIN is majoring in chemistry in preparation
for work as a medical missionary. As President of
the Student Council, he was responsible for a wide
range of acitivites. He was also a member of the
A Cappella Choir and the Male Chorus.
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FRED PRINZING Vice-President of the Student
Council, is a pre-ministerial student majoring in
sociology. He has served as assistant editor of The
Echo, Captain of the tennis team, Assistant for
athletic publicity, and Chairman of the Trojan
Council.
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In step with its motto, "Ye Shall Know
Truth," this year's Echo kept the student body
abreast with the news-past, present, and
future. A unique feature of this year's paper
was its introduction of the journalism clinic
which was designed to acquaint students with
the basic principles of journalism. Aiming its
influence not only to campus activities, but
to the world we live in, it kept a staff of
lively and talented students on the "news
trail." Whether it was the local "Warp and
Woof," or the quick international look at
"Straws in the Wind," the marchoftime found
expression in the ECHO on life on a college
campus
.
Editors and Adviser Business Staff Feature Editors
A group of reporters At the print shop Finishing touches!
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
EDITORAL STAFF
Associate Editor
News Editor .
Sports Editor.
Feature Editor
Society Editor
Copy Editors.
ADVISOR
. William Coburn
Fred Prinzing
. Jewell Reinhart
. John Terrell
Charlotte Justice
. Dorothy Sheetz
. Joyle Allen
Joyce Bowen
Wallace E. Good
"ECHO" STAFF
BUSINESS MANAGER Riley B. Case
BUSINESS STAFF
Advertising Manager Larry Richmond
Circulation Manager Arleon Kelly
Typists Jeanne Saiki
Edith Peters
Jack Watson
REPORTERS
M. Bailey, S. Moss, H. Radtke, R. Hundley, S.
Reed, I. Niswender, R. Shaw, M. Shy, D. Martin,
M. Culp, E. Ottinger, J. Selleck, B. Gilkinson, R.
Isely, J. Kulaga, B. Plumb, K. Ori, E. Shelley, N.
Richards, J. Watson.
future teachers of america
F.T.A. Officers: SEATED: R. Stoker, President; Miss Felter, Sponsor; A. Blasdell,
Vice-President; J. Saiki, Program Chairman; Miss Andrews, Sponsor; STANDING: N.
Jacobsen, Librarian; D. Porter, State Vice-President; M. Routzong, Secretary; D.
Stoesz, Reporter.
Highlighting the year's social activities for the F. T. A. was the Student-Critic
Teacher Banquet where honor was given to those who opened their classrooms
for future teachers to practice teaching.
*i
"Readin 1 , writin', and 'rithmetic"
are no more familiar to education stu-
ents than the local F.T.A. Chapter.
Training prospective teachers to be
professionally m i n d ed , itoffers a
wealth of guidance through monthly
clinical meetings, workshops, and edu-
cational services. One of the largest
organizationson campus, its influence
has also been felt state wide as members
have served as state officers, and its
exhibitions have taken first place.
divisional clubs
SCIENCE CLUB
Officers: N . Wheeler, President;
Miss Poe, Sponsor; D. Sheetz,
Vice-president (I . Riechelt, Sec-
retary-treasurer
.)
SOCIAL SCIENCE CLUB
Officers: R. Gilkinson, Promotion
Manager; W. Pfeiffer, Program
Chairman; M. Luce, Secretary; Dr.
Yoder, Sponsor; C. Good, Presi-
dent; Miss Olson, Sponsor; (I . Nis-
wender, Treasurer.)
ENGLISH CLUB
Officers: C. Bailey, President;
D. Keeler, Secretary-treasurer; J.
Petroff, Vice-president; J . Rein-
hart, Program Chairman; Dr. Hi I —
bish, Sponsor.
Home Ec. Club Officers: K. Epp, Vice-President; D. Stoesz, Program
Chairman; P. Fletcher, Secretary- Treasurer; Mrs. Kelly, Sponsor; D.
Porter, Bazaar Chairman; L. Sikes, President.
chi
Sigma
phi
" Sugar and spice and everything nice, "
can be a recipeor a "girl" bur when they
combine in Chi Sigma Phi, the Home
Economics Club, it not only means prac-
tical experience for the gals but good food
for the fellows. Fellows disagree about its
most outstanding contribution — if you're
hungry, its the Christmas bake sale; if
you're going with the nicest girl on cam-
pus it was a treat to escort her down "the
sidewalks of New York" in the annual
spring style show
.
Shall the fellows keep "in style" too???
90
culture clubs
phi alpha . .
.
"Grace, devotion, and beauty" is
the motto of the new girl's cultural
society - Gamma Delta Beta. This
society was formed this year when the
two former societies - Gamma Delta
Beta and Phi Alpha joined as one and
chose Mrs. Howard Skinner, Jr. as
the sponsor. The purpose of this organ-
ization is the training of its members
to be effectively Christian by incor-
porating the basic keys which are set
forth in its motto.
Phi Alpha Officers: J. Saiki, Secretary; M. Luce, Chaplain; Miss Marker, Sponsor;
E. Fisher, Program Chairman; J. Lloyd, Vice-President.
gamma delta beta
The senior girls are honored at a tea.
Gamma Delta Beta Officers: SEATED: A. Nelson, Pro-
gram Chairman; C. Bailey, Vice-President; STANDING:
J. Malson, President; D. Porter, Chaplain; R. Moser,
Treasurer; P. Lantz, Program Chairman. (Mrs. H. Skin-
ner, Sponsor.)
Holiness League Officers: R. Woodward, Vice-President, Chairman of Personal Evangelism; M. Bailey,
Secretary- Treasurer; M. Weedon, Publicity Director; R. Unkenholz, Pianist; R. Case, President. (Dr.
Rediger, Sponsor; D. Richards, Usher.)
holiness league
The halls of the Administration Building often
ring on a Friday night with the praises in song of
believers who have experienced a deeper walk with
God in Christ. Of course, we think immediately of
the Holiness League, dedicated to the study of the
Scriptures in the light of God's never-ending grace
to the Christian
. The League this year has sponsored
a variety of interesting programs, - Bible studies,
and group discussions on vital topics. We give thanks
to this organization, too, for its part in sponsoring
the personal evangelism program, and the distribution
of literature. Its contribution to Taylor'sspiritual life
in commendable
.
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FIRST ROW: R. Rickner, D. Schmidt, F. Murphy, W. Chapman- SECOND ROW: G. Irwin, J. Willyard,
C. Murphy, L. DeLong, M. Graham; THIRD ROW: J. Glebe, J. Kipfer, D. Johnson, C. Starkweather,
H. Landes, W. Bantz, F. Stephens.
student pastors
The poster on the Post Office bulletin board
reminds us that one of our student pastors is holding
evangelistic services in his church. This, of course,
is but one aspect of the work of these young men who
often remain unnoticed. Hours of work on sermons,
opportunities for pastoral experience, and the satis-
faction of seeing men and women initiated and
strengthened in the Christian faith, are all a part of
the busy life. We at Taylor can be proud of these
men representing us early in Christian service. Their
contribution to their churches, their communities,
go and theirschool may never be adequatelymeasured
.
gospel teams
Nearly everyone can participate in a
gospel team at one time or another, if
only with a testimony for Christ. Such
spiritually-enriching service has become
an integral partof our out-going program .
In this dayof opportunity, it has proved to
be an effective open door to the reaching
of many for Christ.
Varsity Quartet: N. Copley, A. Edstrom, T. Beets, J. Tenell.
K. Epp, L. Farrell, F. Greiner, B. Euerle, S. Greiner.
J. Selleck, N. Cimbalo, B. Benjamin, E. Radt.ke, J, Augustine.
04 B. Euerle, B. Judd, K. McGarvey, B. Jordan, D. Faris.
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When the need for a well-built outdoor recreation
area presented itself, the students saw an opportunity for
doing a job which could be called their own. Aside
from the basic work, all surface work has been done by
students. Students gave money, sold fire extinguishers,
sponsored the Berne Male Chorus, participated in a
pizza party and a play night in the gymnasium for the
cause of the project. Our student project can rightly
make the students proud. This new efficient play area
will be dedicated in memory of Leland Meier, a mem-
ber of the freshman class of 1953.
Wisconsin dorm
Within the confines of Wisconsin dorm is a world all its own
— masculine in tempo, unique in quality and definitely a vital
part of Taylor. To the girls it is mysterious and strictly "off
territory," to the freshmen fellows it's an awesome and shat-
tering introduction into college life; and to those who have been
around for four years it holds a wealth of memories to cherish
as typical college days. Whether it's an all night "bull session,"
a basketball game on third floor, or a hall prayer meeting,
Taylor just wouldn't be Taylor without Wisconsin Dorm.
—I
magee - campbell and
swallow - robin
An unpredictable place -- usually alive with laughter and
exciting jabber, but occasionally quiet in honor of coming
exams -- this is the girl 's dormitory . Whether in the hall prayer
meetings where the girls gather to lift up hearts of love and
prayer or in one of those fantastically fabulous "hen parties,"
there prevails a unity as the girls together live a Christian life
on a Christian campus.
HEAD COACH
Don J. Odle
...basketball
Taylor had a rather unsuccessful season this
year, finishing sixth in the Hoosier College Con-
ference with a record of 4-8. The over-all record
for the year was a rather disappointing 7-16.
However, cold figuresdon'talways tell thewhole
story. The fans will always remember the spec-
tacular battles waged by the Trojans. Although
Taylor's basketball season was on the losing side
of the ledger, the young squad showed lots of
promise for the coming year. The team will also
be bolstered next season by the return of some
outstanding servicemen.
Captain of the team, Carl Honakerwas "Mr.
Basketball" on T.U.'s campus this year. His 24.9
point average per game was good for a total of
572 points in 23 games. That total made Carl
state champ in scoring. For his fine showing Carl
was named on the Helms All-American Squad.
CAPTAI
N
Carl Honaker
ASSISTANT COACH
Ted Wright
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... varsity
team
Carl Honaker Ken Stark Cliff Beesley
*5*r
SB
Art Edstrom
I
3*1!
USHbBHblUg'QuB Don Callan Ted Shisler Dave Schwartz
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iteve Warden Ml Nathan Price /
f
George Glass
Jack Morse
The exciting, crowd-pleasing criss-cross drill!
The 1954-55 season was not without its
thrills. The opening game with Oakland City
was an example of the fighting spirit of the Tro-
jans, coming back with 5 points in the last nine
seconds to gain a tie with the opponent. Ken
Stark dropped in four points in the last three
seconds and Taylor went on to win in the overtime,
89-85. The sweetest victory, however, came
when Taylor downed Indiana Central 82-69 to
average an earlier defeat of 87-76.
"Schwartz's fifth!
... criss cross
"Dunk 'em, Ken!"
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• game time
Nate Price grabs the rebound from Manchester
foe as Stark, Edstrom, and Honaker look on.
KenStark"outmaneuvers" Hanover man as TedShisler keeps
the way clear. Did you foul him, Joe?!
The leading scorers for Taylor this season were Hon-
aker, Stark, Edstrom, and Beesley. In 23 games the
leaders had 572, 322, 223, and 189 points respectively.
The team-total for the season was 1775 for an average
of 77.2 points per game . Tayloralso wentover a hundred
points this season with a 103-101 loss to Calvin.
Carl Honaker fights for tip-off in Manchester-Taylor game.
1954-55 BASKETBALL RECORD
TAYLOR OPPONENTS
Oakland City 89 85
Franklin College 82 70
Indiana Tech 75 83
Indiana Central 76 87
Anderson College 76 87
DePaul University 69 112
Nationalist China 85 84
Kansas State College 79 82
Eastern New Mexico
University 66 72
Southwestern Louisiana 56 75
Huntington College 83 81
Hanover College 69 62
Manchester College 75 92
Indiana Central 82 69
Earlham College 75 70
Wheaton College 86 104
Calvin College 101 103
Hanover College 77 88
Franklin College 61 73
Manchester College 72 73
Earlham College 84 93
Central State 76 81
Anderson College 81 106
'55 managers
BACK ROW: J. Key, W. Dvorak, R. Deffenbangh, M. Hess, J. AUred;
FRONT ROW: R. Trapp, T. Lockwood, J. Stanley, L. Warner.
b - squad ... 8-8 Managers Ronald Shaw, Jack Hosman, and ArtHabeggar.
Taylor's "B" Team had a reasonably good season, starting out like whirlwinds. However, a
couple of the members were moved up onto the varsity team and the B-squad consequently suffered
a few losses. Paced byGeorge Glass, Jerry Allred, Martin Hess, and Ron Deffenbaugh, the first-
year "Men of Troy" looked like men to watch in the future. The season's highlight was a pair of
wins over Fort Wayne Bible College .
intramural champs . .
.
Another phase of Taylor's well-organized ath-
letic program includes a variety of intramural ac-
tivities such as touch -football, basketball, volley-
ball, Softball, and individual skills such as ping-
pong, tennis, badminton, and horsehoes. This pro-
gram gives everone an opportunity for enjoying
group fun, and developing skill in their favorite sport.
The basketball champs were the team from Wis-
consin Fourth Floor West, coached by Ken Stark.
The team members were: J. Watson, F. Prinzing,
A. Habeggar, R. Case, J. Rabine and A. Lomax.
women s
athletics
W.R. A. Officers: Miss Schabinger, Sponsor; R. Lucht, Pres-
ident; E. Fordyce, Vice-President; J. Benning, Secretary;
J. Bresson, Sports Director; (E. Dahl, Treasurer; S. Moss,
and I. Reichelt, Publicity Co-chairmen.
)
Variety is the word that best describes
Taylor's Women's Physical Education
Department. TheTrojanes under the direc-
tion of Jean Schabinger saw a very suc-
cessful season . Other activities were
engaged in for "fun's sake" as the girls
took time out from a busy academic
schedule to participate in another vital
area of personality growth .
T-Club Officers: A. Edstrom, Vice-President; J. Augustine, President;
W. Chernenko, Secretary; B. Stoker, Treasurer; (D. Royer, Chaplain;
I. Niswender, A. Kamman, Social Chairmen.
)
The "T" Club is one of the more active clubs on campus.
The "T" men sell concessions at the football games, arrange
and hold the election of the Homecoming Queen, sponsor
an all-school program, and sponsor the annual T-Club Ban-
quet. At this time the letter winners and participants in the
intercollegiate sports program are honored. An outstanding
feature of this year's banquet was the naming of Carl
Honaker on the Little All-American Squad. The guest
speaker was Gil Dodds, world-renowned track star, who
broughta message that will leave a mark on Taylor's athletes
and inspire the fellows to do a job for Christ in the world of
sports
.
t - club
T-Club's Concession Stand at Football Games.
cheerleaders
From the starting whistle of the season's opening game to
the gong marking the end of the final game, our cheerleaders
were faithful in giving the team the needed support of the pep
club and all other Trojan fans. This year's cheerleaders were
(in the picture above) Virginia Rager, Joyce Lister, Elaine
Shaffer, Nancy Cimbalo, and Mel Shy.
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"T-T-TAY — L-L-LOR" "We've gotta f-i-ght.
music organizations for all
MENC CHAPTER
One of the newest professional organizations on
Taylor's Campus is the Music Educator's National Con-
ference Chapter . As a part of NEA, it provided clinics,
conventions, professional guidance and aid to future
public school music teachers.
Music Club, an organization for all music students,
affords opportunities for studying various composers and
their music and sponsors regular musicales featuring
vocal and instrumental solos by student performers.
Whether they are playing at football or basketball
games, or are merely playing for each other at the weekly
rehearsals, members of the band find that this organi-
zation is not only beneficial in developing skill, but
is also very enjoyable and worthwhile.
BAND - Rehearsal time.
MUSIC CLUB
Officers: Miss Steyer, Sponsor; R. Case, Sergeam-at-arms;
D. feeler, President; D. Wright, Secretary- Treasurer; E.
Good, Vice-President; R. Gerhardt, Chaplain.
choral
groups
MADRIGAL SINGERS
MALE CHORUS
CHAPEL CHOIR
opportunities in art
After having been confined to a
single small class room in previous
years, the art department this year has
learned to appreciate the spaciousness
provided on the third floor of the ad-
ministration building. Several pieces
of new equipment were purchased,
thus expanding the possibilities of the
department.
Besides teaching the appreciation,
fundamentals, and application of the
arts, the art department furnishes
various organizations with posters,
provides a place for the development
of avocations, and furthers the school's
asthetic program
.
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the marriage of figaro"
THE CAST
Figaro, the Count's valet . . . James Thomas
Susanna, the Countess's maid Rosemary Hayes
Dr. Bartolo, a scheming physician
Jock Patton
Marcellina, Dr. Bartolo's housekeeper ....
Betty Godsey
Cherubino, the Count's page . Martha Hayden
Count Almaviva Paul Harper
Don Basilio, the Count's music-master ....
John Terrell
Countess Almaviva Doris McBride
Narrator James Glebe
This year saw the performance of the first
opera ever produced at Taylor. An Italian comedy,
"The Marriage of Figaro" was presented in an
accomplished manner with the cooperation of the
three departments: art, speech, and music. This
initial presentation of opera did much to broaden
Taylor's aesthetic interest with James Thomas as
Figaro and Rosemary Hayes as Susanna leading the
cast in an excellent production.
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"Like an idiom of glory
Set in harmony with time,
Past all mortal definition
Spring becomes a world sublime."
-Adrian V. Boyer
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spring revival meetings
No more plainly could the message of
salvation in Christ have been preached as it
was during our spring evangelistic effort of
1955. Again we learned the truth of the state-
ment: "More things are wrought by prayer than
this world dreams of." We were convinced
through vivid examples that God will never
fail the man who places his complete trust in
Christ. God's Spirit was at work among us, as
our eyes turned from men unto God and His
purposes
.
thursday - a day of prayer
Thursday is set aside as the special day
of prayer at Taylor. In the morning, our
various classes meet for the fellowship of
prayer and often proves to be just the thing
that God can use to refresh our souls. At
noon, those who wish, gather in the Prayer
Chapel for the inspiring, noon-day prayer
meetings. Those who go know its effective-
ness . We end the day in prayer with the All-
College prayer service in the evening.
1955 youth conference
"Venture with Christ" was the motto
used as a challenge to the hundreds of
young people who flocked onto our campus
over the week-end. of March 25-27. In
spite of an over-abundance of wind and
snow, Youth Conference, the highlight of
Christian activity of the entire year, pro-
ceeded in a successful way, as many youth
met God in a real way and found the answer
to many of their spiritual needs.
Rev. Samuel Wolgemuth, ofWheaton, Illi-
nois, was the missionary speaker, and Rev.
Robert H. Warren of Los Angeles, California,
was the evangelist for the 1955 Youth Con-
ference.
TAYL.OF< U,
YOUTH CON!
sX PAUloS M6TH
youth
conference
music
Mike Murphy, chorister Joan Selleck, chorus writer
Male Chorus
The musical program of Youth Conference
is one of the most outstanding features of each
year's conference. Under the capable direc-
tion of Mike Murphy, this year's conference
music was no exception . The challenge of the
winning chorus, "Venture With Christ," as
sung by the Male Chorus, will long be re-
membered byall who heard it. A new project
of this year's cabinet was the recording of some
of the music of the Male Chorus, Triple Trio,
and Trumpet Trio, so that this music might
have a more permanent and far-reaching
ministry.
Triple Trio
CORE CABINET: A. Donker, Secretary; Mr. Thompson, Sponsor; G. Crabb,
Treasurer; R. Baugh and B. Yoder, Co-Chairman. (Dr. Butz, Sponsor.)
Youth Conference doesn't just happen! Only through care-
ful and prayerful planning by a well -chosen cabinet, guided
by capable co-chairmen and faculty advisors, and co-opera-
tion and good, hard work by each student, can the three days,
set aside as Youth Conference Week-end, prove to be a time
of rich spiritual experience for all who attend.
The big task of registration is merely the beginning. The
jobs are inumerable -- directing traffic, parking cars, carry-
ing mattresses, carrying luggage, ushering, hostessing, pre-
paring and serving food, and many more. Yes, it required sacri-
fices on the part of many students, but the spiritual benefits
reaped by hundreds of high-school and college young people,
made it all worthwhile.
oar work was not in vain
behind the scenes
Under the direction of
Professor Skinner, the
choir took its annual spring
tour through Indiana, Il-
linois, and Michigan. The
"quiet times" of personal
devotion on the bus, the
group prayer meetings be-
fore each concert and the
warm, receptive and res-
ponsive audiences, made
each concert an inspiring
hour of worship and praise
to God . The various sight-
seeing tours proved both
interesting and educa-
tional. In spiteof physical
fatigue at the end of the
tour, the morale was quite
high as "Prof" entered the
Music Building on the
shoulders of the tenors
and basses
.
a cappella choir - tour
track -
Taylor, feeling the effects of the loss of their
dash and hurdle star, Bob Cotner, placed fifth in
the HCC meet. The only conference championship
was brought home by Sophomore hurdler, Ken
Stark. Two school records were bettered during the
season. Martin Hess set a record in the broad
jump with a leap of 21' 6" to better the old mark
by one-half an inch. Speedster Bob Cotner cut
eight-tenths of a second off the old school mark
with the time of 22.6. Cotner paced the team in
the point-getting department with nearly 100 points
to his credit. Next in line was Freshman, Martin
Hess, followed closely by Ken Stark.
TRACK TEAM (Kneeling): P. Milliken, S. Hunt, H.
Holmes, J. Key. (Standing): R. Hamilton, M. Hess, B.
Judd, D. Cuthbertson.
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BROADJUMPER, MARTIN HESS golf
Taylor's five-man golf team played four
matches in warming up for the 36-hole Hoosier
Conference Meet . They beat Indiana Tech 7-5 and
Anderson 10-2. They dropped matches to Indiana
Central 4 1/2-7 1/2 and to Indiana Tech 10-20.
In the Hoosier Conference Tourney, played on May
20at the Sarah Shank Golf Course in Indianapolis,
the "Tee" U'ers came in fourth over the 36 holes
of competition. Captain Ron Woodward put to-
gether rounds of 76-77 for a 153 total; Dave
Schwartz played a 91-87 for a total of 178; Carl
Honaker had rounds of 91-94 for a 185; Art
Habegger went a round in 97-92 for a 189; while
Rhodes Hundley produced a 98-99 card for a 197.
The team total of 705 places them fourth behind
Hanover, Franklin, and Indiana Central.
GOLF TEAM (L. to R.): Captain R. Woodward, A. Ha-
begger, C. Honaker, D. Schwartz, and R. Hundley.
baseball...
The 1955 Baseball Team brought home the
only championship to the Trojan Camp. Coach
Fleser was welcomed to the coaching staff
with a winner in his first season.
The over-all record was an impressive
13-6, with two of the losses coming from the
hands of powerful Southern Illinois. Another
heart-breaking loss was the opening game with
Indiana University - after having led most of
the way. The conference mark was 8-3
which was good enough for a tie with Earlham .
The Trojans, paced by pitchers Nis-
wender, Reed, and Lockwood, and the bats
of Price, Augustine and Morse, had a very
successful season. In fact, the Men of Troy
may have won the undisputed championship
had they been able to play the final game
with Indiana Central which was called off
three times due to rain.
Coach Cal Fleser
Manager John Hipsher
1955 BASEBALL GAMES
Indiana University Lost
* Kentucky State Won, Won
*Southern Illinois Lost, Lost
* Greenville Won, Won
* Hanover Won, Won
Huntington Won
* Earl ham Won, Won
*Manchester Lost, Lost
Indiana Central Lost
*Franklin Won, Won
*Anderson Won, Won
* Double Header
Captain Bob Stoker 118
BACK ROW: J. Hipsher, manager; J. Augustine, W. Chernenko, B. Allison, J. Morse, N. Price, S. Reed, R. Liechty,
T. Shisler, C. Fleser, coach. FRONT ROW: M. Shy, B. Stoker, I. Niswender, I. Thompson, T. Lockwood, R. Day,
R. Gerig, G. Matsudo.
. . . hcc co-champs
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The Trojans were well represented on
the All -Conference Team with four of the
diamond-men on the squad. The infield
was represented by Stoker, Shisler, and
Morse, while the outfield had hard-hitting
Nate Price as their representative.
The Most-Valuable-Player Award this
year was given to Seniorfirstbaseman, Jack
Morse, one of the steadiest hitters and
classiest infielders ever to attend Taylor.
The batting trophy was awarded to Nate
Price who finished the season with a .385
batting average.
But a championship is not won by one
player or by a coach. It is won by the
working of a smooth machine combining the
abilities and training of each person.
Hats off to the champs! I
HEINRICH FLEISCHER, organist
guest artists
WILLIAM HESS, tenor
A CAPPELLA CHOIR - Augsburg College and Theological Seminary
presenting
DONNA WRIGHT, PIANIST 121
annual
Shakespearean
festival
Mr. Graham becomes Falstaff.
Representatives of the speech and dramatics depart-
ments of Ball State Teacher's College, Indiana Univer-
sity, and Goshen College, as well as other outside
guests, joined with Taylor University for the Third An-
nual Shakespearean Festival under the direction of Mrs.
Elsa Buckner. Lectures, panel discussions, and readings
were presented by outstanding authorities such as Mr.
Richard Graham, actor-director associate with the Ore-
gon Shakespearean Festival, Mr. Arthur Lithgow, creator
and managing director of the Antoich Area Theater and
Shakespearean Festival of Yellow Springs, Ohio, and
Dr. Lee Norvelle and Professor William Kinzer of the
Speech and Theater Department of Indiana University.
The semi-formal banquet and Outdoor Twilight Concert
of Elizabethan and Baroque Music in addition to many
interesting skits made the Festival a very successful and
entertaining one.
Shakespeare's
"romeo and Juliet"
Climaxing the Festival was the
excel lent presentation of one of Shake-
speare's tragedies, "Romeo and Juliet"
by the Dramatics Arts Class of Taylor
University, directed by Elsa Buckner.
The fine acting of leading characters-
Don Phillips and Rosalyn Coburn, sup-
ported by a well-chosen cast, and
complemented by artistic stage settings
made this production a very commend-
able one.
THE LEADING CAST
Romeo Don Phillips
Juliet Rosalyn Coburn
The Prologuer James Robertson
Escalus Jack Miles
Paris Bill McDaniel
Montague Jack Stroman
Capulet Stanley Tobias
Mercutio Joseph Kipfer
Benvolio Steve Hunt
Tybalt Joseph Kulaga
Friar Laurence Roland Coffey
Lady Montague Kathryn Epp
Lady Capulet Loretta Dawson
coming out day
The prelude to the 1955 Commence-
ment activities began as the seniors don-
ned the time-honored academic attire for
the first time at the annual coming out day
activities. As the strains of the proces-
sional filled the air, the first steps toward
a new life had begun . Destination-Servicel
senior skip week-end
The calm that follows the storm
was anxiously awaited by the sen-
iors as they finished their comps
and thoughts were directed toward
skip weekend. The place of retreat
was Camp Potawatomi in Northern
Indiana. The boat rides, shuffle-
board games, ping pong, and relax-
ation in front of the fire brought
rest to weary bodies and minds.
Credit for a very enjoyable week-
end belongs to Fred Prinzing, skip
day chairman .
> ~ *
the
junior-senior
banquet
From the moment the flowers arrived to the
last sleepy but happy "good night" the whole
evening sang a spring symphony that only the
young at heart in springtime can understand. A
spring rainbow of colors in organdies and nets
mingled with the cosmopolitan atmosphere of
Indianapolis' Lincoln Hotel to create a parade of
pleasurable events and a fantasy of color. Key-
noted by a fine program and true southern-styled
banquet, the melody of this year's "Symphony of
Spring" lingers as a phantom air of pleasurable
memories
.
handel's "messiah" - haydn's "creation"
Under the capable direction of Dr
.
Harper and Prof. Skinner, the Taylor
Choral Society, A Cappella Choir,
and Chamber Orchestra joined to treat
Taylor students and friends to two out-
standing musical presentations. The
soloists for the "Messiah," which was
presented on the Sunday evening of
the Christmas season, were Martha
Hayden, Professor Skinner, and two
guests from Chicago - Pat Fraher and
James Mulvaney. The "Creation" was
a feature of the Commencement activi-
ties wi th Art Edstrom , Martha Hayden
,
Jim Thomas, Betty Godsey, and Dr.
Harper as soloists. As a reward for the
long hours of practice, these musicians
reached a high level of attainment
long to be remembered .
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venture for victory III
"
. . .1 am made all things to all men, that I might by all
means save some." (I Cor. 9:22) is the verse claimed by
these seven basketball players and their coach as they board
the "Clipper" of the Pan American World Airways . The mem-
bers of this program, directed by Taylor's Coach, Don Odle,
are: Don Callan, Joe Grabill, and Ken Stark, from Taylor;
Richard Brown and Bob Culp from Anderson College; Tine
Hardeman from Westmont Col lege, and Jack Mount from the
University of Southern California. Traveling this year to
Japan, Korea, Formosa, the Philippines, Hong Kong, Sing-
apore, Thailand, and Indonesia under theauspices of Youth
for Christ International, the team is dedicated to the task
of reaching Orient's multitudes with the hope-filled message
of Christ.
Taylor's representatives; Callan,
Odle, Grabill, and Stark.
Dr. Bob Cook, guest speaker at the
dedication ceremony, shakes hands
with Don Callan as Ken Stark,
Coach Odle, Richie Brown, and Bob
Culp look on.
K&!?W
%
commencement
The one-hundred-ninth annual Commencement
activities began with the Baccalaureate Service on
the Sunday evening preceding the closing of the aca-
demic year. This main religious service witnessed a
challenging address by Rev. Thurman Morris. The
theme - "building no smaller than God's expectations
for your life" - provided excellent materials for the
seniors as they commenced a new phase of life which
is to witness greater building unto Him.
Hi
ABOVE: Baccalaureate Speaker,
Rev. Thurman B. Morris
LEFT: Commencement Speaker,
Dr. Carl F. H. Henry
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Many years before, the footsteps had begun.
As the familiar strains of "Pomp and Circumstance"
swelled across the beautifully calm campus, a
procession of footsteps had commenced that en-
circled a globe. And now the day had come when
more would be added to these ranks of pastors,
missionaries, teachers, and laymen. There was
drama as the name was called, the diploma
received, the parents rewarded and those called
seniors took their places among those who had be-
gun this commencement march so many years
ago.
congratulations, seniors
farewell...
And thus another Fall, Winter, and Spring have
come and gone. Those who were total strangers in the
Fall became your closest friends during the Winter
months and those subjects that seemed so difficult and
unimportant proved to be very interesting and a vital
part of your training. With Spring has come the time
when you must leave the influence of those friends,
who are as close as brothers and sisters, those professors,
who were always willingand able tohelpyou, and those
textbooks, which could always supply the needed in-
formation . It is with mixed emotions that you take a
final glance at your room, add new names to your ad-
dress book, and bid farewell to your roommate who
will soon be sailing for some foreign field.
Won't there be a grand reunion of the 1954-1955
Taylor Family in that land where "one day shall be as
a thousand years," and "Seasons shall be no more?"
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Kauffman, Ja., Box 326, W. Liberty, Ohio, 59
Keeler, D. , W, Loomis Rd., Milwaukee, Wis., 33,89,
106,114,116,143
Kelley, A., R.D. #3, Cass City, Mich., 47,51,68,86,
87,92, 103,107
Kelly, K., Upland, Ind., 59,116
Kennedy, D., 320 E. 9th, Muncie, Ind., 59,106,107
Kerlin, J., 2039 W. 9th St., Marion, Ind., 34,81,85,
95,107,114
Kershner, B., R.R. #1, Upland, Ind., 60
Kesler, J., R.R. #1, S. Bend, Ind., 25,96
Key, J., Ardmore, Okla., 25,51,71,75,77,96,102,117,
143
Kilbreath, H. , 245 W. 5th St. , Imlay City, Mich. , 24,
34,80,117
King, B., 113 W.N. "C". Gas City, Ind., 60
Kinzer, D. , Upland, Ind., 51,138
Kinzer, L. , Upland, Ind., 138
Kipfer, J., Grabill, Ind., 43,90,93
Kipfer, R. , Grabill, Ind.
Kirkendall, P., R. R. #1, Kokomo, Ind., 51,86
Klipfel, A. , Cando, N. Dakota, 66
Kuiaga, J., 5170 Theodore, Maple Heights, O. , 51
Landes, H. , Upland, Ind., 51 93
Lange, J., 206 N. 27th, Quincy, 111., 60
Lannerd, B., R.R. #2, Newcastle, Ind., 34
Lantz, P., Grabill, Ind., 43,91
Latham, P., Cory, Ind., 43
Laughlin E. , Pataskala, Ohio, 60
Leffler, B. , 1 238 15th, Canton, Ohio, 60
Legg, Ja,, 217 Going St., Pontiac, Mich., 60,97,137
Legg, Je., 217 Going St. , Pontiac, Mich., 60,97
Lehman, J., Geneva, Ind., 60,107,108
Lehmann, O. , III W. Schultz, Dalton, O. , 60,80,116,
142
Lepere, M. , 2416 Brookside Pkw. , Indianapolis, Ind., 51
Liechty, R., 355 W. Water St., Berne, Ind., 34,119,
136,137
Lindholm, L., Ortonville, Minn., 44,68,107,114,116,
142
Linn, C, Shelby, Ohio, 60,107
Lister, J., 329 Carner, Marion, Ohio, 34,70,71,78,105
Livingston, M. , Shelby, Ohio, 60
Lloyd, J., Grover Rd. E. Aurora, N.Y., 51,91
Lockwood, T. , 143 Birch, Springfield, O., 55,60,75,
77, 102,119, M 1
Loewen, W. , Upland, Ind., 51
Lomax, A., 543 Arnold, Mansfield, Ohio, 51,142
Louthain, J., Kokomo, Ind., 60,92
Love, D., Farmland, Ind., 66
Luce, M. , 230 Brooklyn Rd., Napoleon, Mich., 26,34,
91,106
Lucht, R. , Osseo, Minn., 44,67,103
Ludwig, N. , 6001 Renwood Dr. , Parma, Ohio, 60
Lundquist, A., 10506 Eggleston, Chicago, 111. , -60
McBride, D. , 2334 Russel, Flint, Mich., 60,107,109,
1 16, 122
McCallam, M. , Harris Rd., Jeddo, Mich., 44
McCluskey, D. , 13953 Imlay City Rd. , Capac, Mich.,
75-77
McDaniel, W. , 693 Columbus St. , Wabash, Ind., 60,87
McGarvey, K.
, 3947 Parker, Dearborn, Mich., 60,75,94,
116
McGarvin, L. , Box 811, Worland, Wyo.
, 47,51,69,75,76,
78,90
McLario, D. , 6710 Rutherford, Detroit, Michigan
McMurtry, M. , Bainbridge, Ind., 51
McNeil, V., 1040 S. Van Dyke, Bad Axe, Mich., 51,69
McPherson, N., 1141 May St., Hammond, Ind., 61
Malmsberry, G., 725 W. Ohio, Sebring, Ohio, 61
Malson, J., 1301 S. Gallatin, Marion, Ind., 44,91
Malson, R. , 1301 S. Gallatin, Marion, Ind., 25,61,97
Maret, J., Curtis, Nebraska
Marr, M. , 23083 Tawas, Hazel Pk. , Mich., 25,61,107
Marsac, J., Box 69, Coopersville, Mich., 61,115
Martin, P., II4W. 6th, Vinton, Iowa, 8,61,92,103
Martin, D. , 114 W. 6th, Vinton Iowa, 51
Martin, M. , 610 W. Ave., Holdrege, Neb., 61
Massar, M, , Circle, Montana, 24, 51
Matsudo, J., Puukolii, Lahaina, Maui, T. H. , 61,119
Meier, D. , Kingman, Arizona, 61,141
Meske, R.
, 7980 Portland, Port Hope, Mich. , 51
Meyer, B.
,
301 W. Ohio, Maywood, 111., 61,97,141
Miles, J., 515 Courtland, Hart, Mich., 61
Miller, C. , R.R. #5, Marion, Ind., 61
Miller, D. , R.R. #7, Muncie, Ind., 61
Miller, F., 3604 S. Adams, Marion, Ind., 44,107,114
Miller, N. , IOI W. 17th, Marion, Indiana
Millikan, P., 1911 Warwick, Line. Pk., Mich., 8,61,
92,117,143
Mitchell, J., 2236 Madison, St. Clair Shores, Mich.,
25,61
Miyazaki, M. , 1655 Sakurayama, Zushi, Japan, 2,35
Moline, D.
, 41 33 W. Point, Dearborn, Mich., 51
Moore, B. , 144 E. Franklin, Rapid City, S. Dak., 47,
52,81
Moore, S.
, 5027 S. Main St. , Elkart, Ind., 61
Morey, B. , Greene, Iowa, 61
Morgan, R.
, 3717 Sheppard, Brentwood, Md., 35
Morse, R., 3I3Pare, Clawson, Mich., 44,99,100,119,
M3
Moser, R.
, Berne, Ind., 40,44,87,91,142
Moss, S., 30 Gibson, Huntington, N.Y.
,
52,67,87,108
Motiu, V., 7629 Appoline, Dearborn, Mich., 35,130
Motter, D., LaFayette, Ohio, 40,44,143
Mourlam, R. , Upland, Ind., 35
Murphy, C, 3424 Tilden, Brentwood, Md. , 35,81,93,
107, 114
Murphy, F.
, 3424 Tilden, Brentwood, Md., 93
Murphy, L. , 8 N. Alexander, Danville, Ind., 44,114,
138
Myers, V., 24 School, Sharpsville, Pa., 52,96,107,
136
Naber, D. , Waco, Neb., 61,103
Neese, M. , Upland, Indiana
Nelson, A., 254 S. Main, W. Franklin, N. H. , 52
Nelson, V., 254 S. Main, W. Franklin, N.H., 61,91
Nemeth, J., Munson Rd., Mentor, Ohio, 44
Newhard, A., Uniondale, Indiana, 62
Niswender, I., Strasburg Rd. , Erie, Mich., 26,36,68,
119
Norman, C. , 6185 Ralston Indianapolis, Ind., 24,55,
62, 122
Nutt, D. , Upland, Ind., 36,74,75,76,78,138
Nutt, R., Upland, Ind., 52,81,107,114,116
Oglesby, K. , Box 454, Morehead City, N. C. , 65
O'Hail, J., 551 Glendale, Mansfield, Ohio, 62,115
Olcott, E., 321 Fisher Crt., Mishawaka, Ind., 35,73,
125
Onstott, V., 206 Antwerp Dr., Hicksville, O., 62
Ori, K. , 13, Katsuyama-Dori 4 Chome, Tennoji-Ku
Osaka, Japan, 44
Orland, G.
, 739 Benton, Aurora, 111. , 62
Osborn, P., 315 S. , Grand Ledge Mich., 44
Ottinger, E. , Upland, Ind., 62
Ottinger, P., Upland, Ind., 52
Parks, M.
, 405 E. Franklin, Delphi, Ind., 8,62,97,
142,143
Paterson, G., 1 69 Ardmore Dr. , Fiendale, Michigan
Paxson, L. , Bryant, Ind., 62,107
Pearson, E. , Kennedy, Minn., 36
Perkins, O. , R. #4, Box 487, So. Bend, Indiana
Perry, W.
, 720, E. , Kickapoo St., Hartford City, Ind.,
75.77
Peters, E.
, 790 Porter, Gary, Ind., 36,68,137
Peterson, R. , 60 Walnut, Milton, Mass., 62
Petroff, J., 3741 Madison, Gary, Ind., 36,89,96
Pfeiffer, W., 3279 Clinton, Buffalo, N.Y., 44, 89
Phelps, H. BaltiSt. , Savage, Md., 62
Phillips, D., 1935 Spring Valley Rd. Pittsburg, Pa.,
123
Phillips, M. , 1509 30th, Menomines, Mich., 65
Pifer, R., 133 Wison, Lancaster, O. , 52
Pletcher, S., 214 S. Elm, Columbia City, Ind., 52,
107
Plumb, W., 106 Erie, Barrington, N.J., 25,44,107,
114,115
Polk, I.
, 309 S. Walnut, Fairmount, Ind, , 52
Porter, D.
, 33 N. Alder, Dayton, O. , 40,45,88,90,
91,119,142
Price, Na. , R.R. #6, Mansfield, O., 45,75,77,96,99,
100
Price, Ne. , R.R. #6, Mansfield, O., 24,40,45,75,77
Prinzing, F., 245 S. Villa, Elmhurst, 111., 8,37,85,
86,95,96, 102, 124
Provan, J., 74 Handel, N. Arlinton, N.J., 75,76
Purdy, C, North Lake, Syracuse, Ind., 62,107,116
Quick, A., 102 Woodward, LaPorte, Indiana
Quick, V., 102 Woodward, LaPorte, Indiana
Rabine, J., 255 W. Franklin, Berne, Ind., 62,75,77,
102
Radtke, E. , I938 Waveland, Chicago, 111., 24,25,52,
94.97
Radtke, H. , 1 938 Waveland, Chicago, 111., 62,87
Rager, V., 210 Albert, Washington, 111., 52,71,81,
97, 105, 114, 116, 140
Ralston, R., 1360 N. 9th, Clinton, Ind., 65
Rapson, R. , E. Huron, Bad Axe, Mich., 9,62,75,77
Reasner, W. , 283 Naurard, Collingswood, N.J. , 62,78,
96
Rechsteiner, H.
,
328 S. Edson, Lombard, 111., 62
Rediger, V., Upland, Ind., 139
Reed, S., 810N. W. St., Alexandria, Ind., 37,99,100,
119
Reed, C, 8lo N.W. St., Alexandria Ind., 37
Reed, W., R. R. #2, Hartford City, Indiana
Reichelt, I., 222 Lincoln, Union, N.J., 36,69
Reimer, J., 842 Catskill, Lemay, Mo., 55,75,78
Reinhart, J., Stine Rd. , Peninsula, O. , 37,86
Richards, N., 1 1 6 E. Homestead, Collingswood, N.J.
,
62,97, 107
Richards, D. , 69 W. Chicago, Pontiac, Mich., 62
Richmond, L. , 621 Stone, Flint, Mich., 86
Rickner, R.
, 523 N. Allen, Bryan, O. , 37.93
Riggs, J., 1227 Monroe, Huntington, W. Va., 25,45,
I 4I
Ringenberg, L., 144 Walnut, Butler, Ind., 25,02
Robertson, D.
,
38910 Morlock, Livonia, Mich., 63,97
Robertson, J., R.R. #2, Fremont, Mich., 45,96
Rockhill, S. , R.R. #3, Winchester, Ind. , 63
Roslund, S., 307 N. Pleasant, Jackson, Mich., 63,108
Routzong, M. , HON. Main St. , Arcanum, O.
, 52,88,
95.97
Rowell, W. , R.R. #1, Pekin, 111., 65,96,143
Royer, D.
,
71 6 E. Main, Louisville, O.
, 47,53,75,76
Rupp, G.
, 305 Franklin, Archbold, Ohio, 63
Saiki, J., 141 A. S. School, Hounolulu 13, T. H. , 45,
87,88,91,140
Saylor, D. , R.R. #2, DeSoto, Missouri
Saylor, H. , Table Rock, Nebraska
Scalise, J., 2838 N. 72nd Crt., Elmwood Pk., 111., 63
Schindler, J., Marshall, Mich., 45,145
Schmidt, D. , R. R. #3, Marion, Ind., 45,93
Schneck, D. , Pandora, O. , 63,107,115,116,141
Schneider, P., Mendon, Mich., 63,108
Schrader, E., 5619 Maple, Mission, Kan., 53
Schraw, S., 3722 L.W. E., Mishawaka, Ind.
Schwanke, D. , 236 S. State, Painesville, O.
, 53,81,
96, 107, 114,116
Schwartz, D. , 256 E. Franklin, Berne, Ind., 69,99,100,
104,117
Seibel, L. , Lewisburg, Ohio, 53,103
Selleck, J., 220 Crest, Lansing, Mich., 53,67,94,114
Shafer, J., Muncie, Ind., 63,95, 1'l
6
Shaffer, E.
, 526 S. Illinois, Villa Pk. , 111.
, 53,78,105,
122
Shamblen, N.
, 315 N. Silver St., Louisville, O. , 63
Shaw, R. , Grabill, Ind., 53,87,96,102,116
Shay, J. , 2459 Longstreet, Gr. Rapids, Mich. , 63
Sheets, H. , 806 Maycrost, Lansing, Mich., 63
Sheets, L. , Louisville, O. , 63,75,77
Sheetz, D., 214 Westmont, Westmont, N.J., 45,86,89,95
Shelley, E.
, 351 E. 258th, Euclid, O. , 40,45
Shick, J., 1037 Prospect Rd. , Ashtabula, O. , 63
Shisler, T. , R.R. #4, Albion, Ind., 53,96,99,100,119
Shoup, C., 91 Park Place, Riverside, 111., 63
Shy, M. , 2023 Huizen, Gr. Rapids, Mich. 45,75,78,
105,119
Sickmeier, M. , Freelandville, Ind., 53,69,107
Sikes, L., R.R. #2, Arcade, N.Y.
, 38,130,143
Sloane, J., 2434 Emil, Louisville, Ky., 63
Smith, C. , Lagro Ind.
, 40,45,68,95,107,114
Smith, F. , Hartford City, Indiana
Snogren, R., 215 S. Erie, Bay City, Mich., 25,63
Soldner, K. , R.R. #1, Berne, Ind., 26,38,73,90,97
Sparks, R., 108 W. Houston, Garrett, Ind., 25,63
Sparks, E.
, 909 I /2W. 3rd, Marion, Indiana
Stanley, J., R.R. #7, Huntington, Ind., 63,102
Stanley, M., R.R. #1, Carlos, Ind., 63
Stark, K. , Owatonna, Minn., 80,99,100,127,143
Starkweather, C. , Miani, Indiana, 93
Stassen, I., II2Patton, LaPorte, Ind., 53,116
Steele, R., 441 AllistonRd., Springfield, Pa., 25,45,140
Steiner, J., Geneva Ind., 25,45,136,143
Stephens, F. , R.R. #6, Muncie, Ind., 53,93
Stevenson, D. , 201 N. Williston, Wheaton, 111., 64
Sticklen, V., II24Blythe, Drexel Hill, Pa., 46
Stockman, L. , 1 229 Euclid, Zaneville, O.
,
46,81,116
Stoesz, D. , Mt. Lake, Minn., 53,88,90,91,97
Stoker, R. , E. Springfield, Pa., 37,88,104,118,119,130
Stroman, J., 127 Evergreen, Pitman, N.J., 53
Stubbs, P., R.R. #1, Harrod, O.
, 53,140,141
Stucky, O., 617 Clark, Berne, Ind., 53,67,116
Sumwalt, B., R. R. #2, Hartford City, Ind., 64
Tarkington, C, Windsor, N.C., 26,38,75,76,78,142
Taylor, G. , Box 303, Millgrove, Ind., 53
TeKampe, N. , 261 1 S. 5th Place, Milwaukee, Wis, , 66
Temple, S., 925 N. Huron, Vassor, Mich., 53
Terrell, J., R.R. #1, New Lebanon, O.
, 40,46,81,94,
104,107,109,114,116,125,128
Thomas, J., R.R. #2, Hartford City, Ind., 38,73,107,
109, 114, 126
Thomas, E., R.R. #3, Marion, Ind., 46
Thompson, W. , 1338 Mabel, Flint, Mich., 64
Thompson, I., E. Springfield, Pa., 65,119,143
Thurman, B. , R.R. #5, Marion, Ind., 54,116
Tidgwell, R. , Upland, Indiana
Tillinghast, R., Main St. , Eastport, N.Y.
, 54,96
Tobias, S., R.R. #1, Yoder, Ind., 54,67,75,78,116,
I40
Tonneson, N. , II Armstrong Dr., Clark, N. J. , 64,143
Tousley, K., Kingston, Mich., 54,103
Townsend, M. , 2565 Swan Rd., Dansville Mich.
Townsend, D. , Upland, Ind. , 64
Trapp, R., 748 Grove, Aurora, 111., 64,102
Tressler, F., R.R. #1, Middlebury, Ind., 46
Trout, A., R.R. #1, Van Buren, Ind., 54
True, W. , 21 44 Selim, Cincinnati, O., 46
Turbin, L., Merrill, Mich., 54,107,114
Turner, R. , Care, Mich., 38
Tyte, C., Box 255, Riverhead, N.Y. , 24,64,97
Uhlinger, M. , Upland, Indiana
Ulch, J., 10430 Nottingham, Detroit, Mich., 9,64,107
Unkenholz, R. , R.R. #3, Mandan, N. Dak., 54,68,92,
97,116
VanNatta, E., R.R. #4, South Bend, Ind., 64
Vanzant, M.
, 558 Mt. Nebo, Cleves, O. , 64,97
Verhage, R., 391 S. Division, Hudsonville, Mich.
Vernon, J. , 641 Sweitzer, Greenville, Ohio, 64
Wahl, P., 339 W. Berry, Ft. Wayne, Ind.
Wanvig, W., Little- Tor Rd. , New York, N.Y., 38,74,
75.138
Warden, S. , 800 S. , Humphrey, Oak Park, 111., 25,26,
39,69,96,99,100
Warner, L. , Carson City, Mich., 54,75,102
Watkins, F. , Upland, Ind. , 66
Watson, Ja., 68 Magnolia, Andover, Mass., 64,102
Watson, Je., 119 Eighth Ave, Haddon Heights, N.J.,
54. 107
Weed, L.
, 303 E. 1 2th, Erie, Penna. , 54
Weedon, M.
, 7 Harrison, Jamesburg, N.J. , 46,92
Weiland, G., Rock Springs, Wis., 9,24,64
Wells, D., 1505 W. 4th, Wilmington, N.C., 46
Westerberg, P., 237 Colonial Pkwy,, Yonkers, N. Y.
,
64
Westing, D. , 2220 Omena, Gr. Rapids, Mich., 24,54,
103,137
Wheeler, N.
, 53 Linwood Ave., Warsaw, N.Y., 39,89
Whiteley, C, R.R. #4, Lebanon, Ind., 30,46,68,137,
142
Wickett, M. , 2001 Greenleaf, Chicago, 111., 39,130,
143
Wiens, E. , Meade, Kansas
Williams, P., Cando, N. D. , 54,81,95
Williams, R., 291 1 S. Nebraska, Marion, Ind.
Williamson, J., Braddyville, Iowa 46, 81
Wills, J., 1422 Woodward, Elkhart, Indiana
Wills, R., 562 Dres, Brooklyn, N.Y.
Willyard, J., Box 297, Millgrove, Ind., 39,93
Wofe, R., Markle, Ind., 64
Woodmansee, B. , R. R. #1, Swayzee, Ind., 64
Woodward, R., 659 Havana, Long Beach, Calif., 24,
46,92,117
Wooters, A., R.R. #5, Anderson, Ind., 64
Wright, A. , Franklin, Vermont, 46
Wright, D. , R.R. #1, Fountain City, Ind., 39,107,121
Wright, M., Upland, Ind., 66
Yewey, T., R.R. #4, Celina, Ohio, 65
Yoder, J., 1912 Prairie, Elkart, Ind., 25,64
Yoder, B.
, 533 W. Larwill, Wooster, O. , 39,85,107,
114,115
Young, H. , R.R. #1, Oak Harbor, O. , 64,92
Zigmond, K., 225 Elmhurst, Highland Pk., Mich., 25,
65
1955 gem staff
Rod Liechty, -Associate and
Art Editor
Kay Brenneman, Editor-in-Chief
From the first greetings in the fall to the last
farewell after graduation the 1955 GEM has en-
deavored to record in picture and word this year
at Taylor. Anew trend in yearbook publications has
been adopted which will give the reader a day by
day picture of life on a typical Christian College
Campus
.
Under the capable direction of Kay Brenneman
and guidance of Warren Lewis this year's staff pre-
sents for you Taylor as it must stand in the annals
of Father Time under the column 1955.
Charles Whiteley Business Manager and staff members,
Virgil Myers & Jarvis Steiner.
Warren Lewis, Sponsor
COPY STAFF: (Seated) Jane
Legg, Feature Writer; Edith Peters,
Ann Donker, Literary Editors;
(Standing) Ray Isely, Religious
Activities Writer, and Ben Allison,
Sports Writer.
PHOTOGRAPHERS
Bob Cotner, and Ron-
ald Fassett (Also,
Dwight Conrad and Rex
Studios, Hartford City.
Y T ^
Dona Westing, Photography Editor
(There are many students and
faculty mem be rs apart from the
"GEM" Staff who helped in the
making of this book. A sincere
"thank-you" to each one of you,
for your interest and co-operation .
The Editor)
(pages from the "taylor family" album)
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Chow Time at Nutt's.
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Not "when" but "what" do we eat?
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two can live
cheaper than one?
1
A quiet evening at home.
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A "help" or "hindrance?" Blue Monday in Trailerville
.M \
"Daddy's little girl"
A
Room for one more?
Miss Draper is honored at Faculty Banquet
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'Boys, are you paying attention?'
"Add water, mix, and bake"
"your personality is showing
EN LEUli
Mixed emotions
.
m
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OUT OT 70UH
'Nuffsaid!
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Let's keep those feet down, Bob! The new look!
1 n
1
1
Lose something? What's cookin'? "Jeannie"
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"Service with a smile!'
Was someone messy, Jessie? ^<31
"A fellow needs a girl"
"Shhh — Library!"
3
Girls' Dorm???
interesting
interludes
V/f
Junior Class Breakfast 5:30 a.
m
a
Western style - music (?)
WWW
Early Morning Cookout
The end of a perfect day!
Senior Tea at President's home
4
^
/
The "Hi!" letters are out! "Who stacked our room?"
here and there
Coach celebrates HCC Co-championshfp!
4 ki
"Visiting hours" in the infirmary."
*• ii%
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"A stitch in time. . .'
\
n
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Sunday finds this touring baseball
team on its way to Church!
*«& Leaving for track meet-bag and baggage!
BIG BUD
DRIVE INN
BIG BUD is a "banquet on a bun"
North on Road 9437 Marion, Indiana
Aohn&on J a^china Co.
Purveyors of Fine Meats
(East Side of McFeely Bridge)
Phone 95 Marion, Indiana
DRIVE 1\M* INN
North on Washington Street at the Dam
(Year 'Round Curb Service)
Phone 5634 Marion, Indiana
For Your
Further Training-
Join Taylor Alumni here.
GRACE THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY
A Graduate School Embodying Sound Scholarship with a
Deep Spiritual Emphasis
Standard Theological Courses leading to B.D., Th. M.,
and Th . D . Degrees
For catalogue and information, write to:
Dr. Homer A. Kent, Registrar
WINONA LAKE, INDIANA
ROSS SUPPLY
Wholesale Only
Plumbing - Heating -Well Supplies
State Road '9 By-Pass and Valley Avenue
Marion, Indiana
Congratulations
and
Best Wishes
to the
CLASS OF '55 from
THE BOOKSTORE
"Your Campus Shop"
Rev. and Mrs. H.J. Buwalda, Managers
REDMOND DRUG STORE
THE UPLAND BANK Prescription Specialists
Phone 8
Capital and Surplus
Hartford City, Indiana
$100,000
Public Depository
Commercial and Saving Department
Safety Deposit Boxes
Member Federal Deposit
Insurance Corporation
THE CONSERVATIVE BAPTIST
THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY
1500 East Tenth Avenue
Denver 18, Colorado
C. S. Thomas, President
Vernon Grounds, Dean
REX PORTRAIT STUDIO
Second Floor Elks Building
Phone 1026
Hartford City, Indiana
THE FRIENDS CHURCH BALLINGER'S DEPARTMENT STORE
is a good place to worship
"Come thou with us, and we will do
thee good." Numbers 10:29
Maybe We Have It Try Us And See
JOSEPH E. WATKINS, Pastor Phone 54
The Little Church with the
BIG Welcome
Upland, Indiana
Compliments of
ENCORE MANUFACTURING
CO., INC.
UPLAND GRAIN CO. Upland, Indiana
Phone 41 Telephone 84 P. O. Box 218
UPLAND INDIANA
THE UPLAND
INSURANCE AGENCY
GENERAL INSURANCE
Upland, Indiana Phone 333
MILLER MOTOR SALES
UPLAND INDIANA
AL PETE, INC.
WHOLESALE
MEATS
2100 East Willard Street
MUNCIE, INDIANA
Phone 2-6307
LESTER CALE
Produce
Fancy-dressed Poultry and Grade A Eggs
Hartford City Indiana
For home and hospitality
BE MODERN
LIVE ELECTRICALLY GAMESTER'S MEAT MARKET
Home of Shady-Lawn Meat
Indiana^Michigan
ELECTRIC COMPART
Hartford City Indiana
Hartford City Indiana
Congratulations, Seniors!
JONES FUNERAL HOME
Upland Indiana
Gravy on Your Tie?
Soup on Your Shirt?
Call
BOB HUGHES DRY CLEANERS
Just off Campus
In Appreciation
THE UPLAND METHODIST
CHURCH
WESTERN EVANGELICAL
SEMINARY
A Bible centered Christ-exalting
Graduate School of Theology
Offering the B . D . and M . R. E . degrees
4200 S. E. Jennings Avenue Portland 22, Oregon
Dr. Paul P. Petticord, President
Painting Your Room?
Stop for Your Supplies
at the
UPLAND HARDWARE
Compliments
Universal Electric Co. Inc.
MARION INDIANA
LEVY BROS.
Headquarters for High School and
College men - Headquarters for
Samson ite Luggage
Hartford City Indiana
A. D. Freese & Sons
Printers - Publishers
UPLAND, INDIANA
UPLAND BARBER «
BEAUTY SHOP
We Appreciate Your Patronage
Taylor Students and Faculty
Prop. — Gale and Gladys Clark
Post Office Building Phone 72
HOUSE OF CHAN
Best Food in Town
Phone 3057
Marion Indiana
for dependable service
HOOSIER PETE
gas and groceries
Hartford City, Indiana
BAINBRIDGE PRINTING COMPANY
Particular Printing
Offset — Letterpress — Engraving
All Types Job Printing
214 East Second Street
Marion Indiana
KRIEGBAUM'S IMPLEMENT COMPANY
Hartford City Indiana
FREFL & MASON DRUG COMPANY
North Side Square
C. B. McDonough Lester B. Metcalf
Marion Indiana
Maintenance Supplies
RIGSBY JANITOR SUPPLY
By-pass at 43rd
Marion Ind mna
THE MISSIONARY TRAINING
INSTITUTE
"America's First Bible Institute"
Nyack, New York
NYACK'S NEW
LIBRARY BUILDING
10,000 square feet of floor space.
12-acre estate and adjoining pres-
ent campus
English architecture in cut stone.
Adequate room for expansion of
library facilities .
Additional room for administration
offices
.
NICK'S DRIVE-IN
Short Orders -- Steaks
Home Made Ice Cream -- Chicken
Fine Home Made Candies
310 N.Baldwin On-By-Pass
Compl iments
of
RUSSELL'S DAIRY
Grade "A" Milk Products
Phone 292
Hartford City, Indiana
THE PARIS
North East Corner Square
for your
Favorite College Fashions
Cameras
Photographic Supplies
and
Art Materials
HENDEY'S
508 S. Washington Marion
If a Skating Party is on the Calendar
for ycur club or class, visit the
IDYL WYLD ROLLER PALACE
Marion Indiana
VARSI-T
GRILL
Your patronage is appreciated
Floyd Baker, proprietor
Compliments of
THE
OSBORN PAPER COMPANY, INC.
Marion Indiana
BROWN-TRUEBLOOD
Cleaners — Launderers
Exclusive Users of Nationally
Advertised Sanitone Dry Cleaning
Special Prices Offered to Taylor Students
Phone 562 - Collect Marion, Indiana
Compliments
MILTON'S MEN'S WEAR
Marion, Indiana
Best Wishes To Our Friends Of
Taylor University
from the
ST. PAUL BIBLE INSTITUTE
Midwestern Regional School of the
Christian and Missionary Alliance
WISCONSIN DORM
"Though we speak
and have not Love,
we become as sounding brass. . ."
The Council
CLASS OF '56
"Let Your Light So Shine!"
Congratulations, Seniors!!
Enjoy your steaks and chops in the
Western Atmosphere
found at the
RANCH HOUSE
On the Marion By-Pass
SOCIAL SCIENCE CLUB
Charles Good, President
SENIOR CLASS
1955
Arnie Kamman, President
Congratulations, Seniors!
Future Teachers of America
Bob Stoker, President
CLASS OF '57
"Conquerors Thru Christ"
Larry McGarvin, President
Congratulations,
Seniors! ! 1
STUDENT COUNCIL
1954-55
WILEY COAL YARD
UPLAND, INDIANA
Phone 321 and 993
SCIENCE CLUB
"...
.for I am fearfully and
wonderfully made "
Ps. 139:14
Compliments
of
WILSON'S FOOD MARKET
Phone 22
Upland, Indiana
Baked Goods
ALL VARIETIES
CALL
Upland Baking Co*
PHONE 382
TRY OUR TASTY ROLLS
UPLAND INDIANA
Willman Lumber Company, Inc.
FRIENDLY BUILDINC ADVICE
Let Us Estimate Your Job
Phone 21 1 Upland or Phone 39 Hartford City
TAYLOR UNIVERSITY
SINCE 1846
EFFECTIVELY CHRISTIAN
152
YEARBOOKS
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